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A NECROLOGUE OF THE Eco: 

CARL EINSTEIN'S AUTOBIOGRAPl-IY, BEBUQUI1\I II 

Around 1925, the (;crn1an author Carl Einstein began work on an autobi

ography that \¥ould ren1ain unfinished at the tin1e of his suicide in 1940. He 

called the project Bebuquin II after the earlier novella Bebuquin oder die Dilettanten 

des T-llunders (Behuq/.lin, or the Dilettantes ef lvliracle), the acclai1ned Expressionist 

novella whose serial publication beginning in 1907 had established his celebrity 

as a inodcrnist \vriter. His choice of title for the autobiography seen1s to have 

been dually n1otivatcd. On the one hand, as personal correspondence about the 

project suggests, he was hoping to trade a bit on his previous publishing success 

in order to prepare the way for his great comeback to the literary scene fron1 

which he had first en1erged. After all, since the publication of his Negro Sculpture 

in 1915, _Einstein had focused ahnost exclusively on art criticis1n, and, now hop

ing to revive his reputation as a literary author, it didn't seem like such a bad idea 

to remind ~udiencc\s .')fllls earlier breakthrough work. 

Yet th,,e:re was also a second inotivation behind Einstein's return to Bebuquin 

in the n1id-1920s, one that had nothing to do vvith the pragn1atics of marketing. 

This was the in1pulse to rewrite his earlier n1odernist n1onument. Like n1any 

of the texts and artworks produced during the 1920s and '30s, an interval of 

widespread and intense cultural retrospection, Bebuquin II presented its author 

with the opportunity to return to his roots, as it were, and revisit the legacy and 
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devices of experin1ental 1nodernisn1, this ti1ne under different historical condi

tions. During the inteiwar period, the purpose of this return was not to reinstate 

n1odernist paradign1s but to revoke thetn, we are told, in accord:1nce with what 

has been called an "aesthetics of stabilization." In Einstein's case the repeal of 

111odernisn1 took the forn1 of a project that refi·an1ed the original experin1ental 

text within an autobiography, a genre that, in privileging the denotative func

tion of language, disciplines stylized writing and the excesses of n1etaphor with 

an etnphatic and incontrovertible notion of extra textual reference. In autobiog

raphy, reality trun1ps fiction. This strategy of recontaining a n1odernist novella 

vvithin the secure referential fran1ework of a n1en1oir would seen1 to situate 

Bebuquin II as a work of the New Objectivity, a n1oven1ent vvhose litera1y branch 

found its quintessential idion1 in docun1entary genres such as reportage and 

autobiography. Trading in the wrought reflexivity and se1niotic interrogations 

of inodernisn1's literary cxperin1ents for the solid ground of objective reality and 

authentic experience, this positivist in1pulse found its highest expression in what 

Leo LOwenthal called, with reference to Ne\¥ Objectivity biography, a "kind of 

fossilized anthropology" (eine Art 1Jersteinerter Anthropologie). 1 

By and large, scholars of Einstein have accepted the place of Behuquin JI in 

this narrative of stabilization. Son1e have suggested, for exan1ple, that the turn to 

reality in this text reflected the author's need for psychological grounding and 

continuity under the en1otionally difficult conditions of exile in France, especially 

after 1933, when this exile fron1 his hon1eland beca1ne pern1anent. 2 Regardless 

of its inotivation, Bebuqui11 11 indeed shares little of the linguistic exuberance 

of its predecessor Behuquin. Instead, its tone is sober, detached, and phlegn1atic. 

If before the vvriting \¥as open and unresolved, the her1neneutic puzzles of 

Bebuquin are no\¥ gone. Turning against inodernisn1's self-referentiality, which 

Einstein now disavows as speculative and solipsistic, Behuquin II seeks a language 

that is conunensurate vvith reality, a language of consequence, accountability 

and direct political action. Together with its theoretical con1plen1ent, the great 

antitnodernist tirade 'The ]:..'abrication c:fFictions: _A: D~fonse <?ftht lltul, Bebuquin II 

prepared the vvay for Einstein's final verdict on belletris111, delivered in 1936: 
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after joining the anarchist 111ilitia of Buenaventura Durruti in Spain that year, he 

\Vould never publish another work of literature. 

To be sure, the characterization of Bebuquin 11 as a realist work in the 

vein of the New Objectivity is certainly accurate at the level of the individual 

sentence, where Einstein drastically liniits the explosive syntax and lexical an1bi

guities of the earlier text. But, I would argue, the realist conventions of repre

sentation break down at the larger scale of textual dynatnics. Taken severally, the 

sn1aller units of the text 1nake perfect sense, but, \Vhen brought together, a cer

tain henneneutic alche111y takes place. While the reader's in1n1ediate experience 

is of a vvork that is lucid and sober, a subterranean current pushes si111ulta11eously 

against the intelligibility of these individual scenes, a current that gains ctunula

tive force across the 1,300 unpublished pieces of text that are today housed in 

Einstein's Berlln archive. The issue is not so n1uch that these textual units

son1e chapters, so111e just scraps of paper-do not add up, but that they instead 

add up to too nu.1ch. ()ften Einstein \Vil! repeat an episode fro111 his life, for ex

an1ple, each ti1ne recasting it with a different constellation of actors and a corre

spondingly variable outcon1e, giving the narrative architecture of Bebuquin II an 

uncannily circular quality. This tetnporal a1nbiguity is further con1pounded by 

the narrator's tendency to shift back and forth fro111 the here and novv of a diary 

to the departed preterite of fiction. The breaks between these two tenses, in 

turn, are announced in the text by a gra111n1atical shift fro1n the first to the third 

person, a shift that sets up an external perspective and ballasts the autobiography 

with a sense of objective historical rcallty. And yet at n1on1ents the exteriority 

and neutrality of the third person also gives an i1npression of extren1e in en ta I dis

sociation, as though Einstein were watching hi111selffro1n the outside. Throwing 

off the deli~ate balarice between objective record and psychological intcriority 

that is proper to the genre of the n1en1oir, Behuqui11 11 transgresses a fixed la\v 

of autobiographical writing: the docun1ent of the ego can sustain only so n1uch 

objectivity, so n1uch exteriority, before the certitude of its reality lapses into its 

very opposite, con1plete psychic derealization. At these n10111ents, Bebuqui11 11 

sinks into a blurry paranmesia that undernllnes the reader's confidence in the 

existence of a hard and fast truth outside the text. Apparently this close feedback 
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loop between Bebuquin II and its author's life began to undern1ine Einstein's 

ability to distinguish the two as vvell, for at one point he even began to sign his 

personal correspondence with the letter B, in reference to his protagonist. 

Thus, although the jndividual episodes in Bebuquin II nllght give the 

in1pression of a straightfor\vard and realist \Vork, the vievv looks quite different 

on the n1etatextual register, vvhere we find an autobiography that radicalizes 

certain precepts of the avant-garde rather than abrogating then1. For one tlllng, 

the trajectory of Bebuquin II does not follo\v a path of Bildung, of self-£1slllo1llng 

through narrative developn1ent. Quite the opposite. Here the act of recollection 

instead serves to scatter the pieces of selfhood in a textual auto-da-.fC. Announc

ing a "revolt against the ego," Einstein declared in his notes for the project that "I 

nlust disappear."3 His self-described "necrologue of the ego" (Einstein Archive, 

17) vvould take the forn1 of a innen1onic obliteration, since the ego, he observed, 

was funda111entally "retrospective, an exhibition of n1e111ories" ( T.flerke, 3: 118) 

that defines and stabilizes itself through continuities with the past. A sclerosis 

of inernory that blocks direct access to the \Vorld, the ego holds the individual 

psyche in the thrall of its past, foreclosing the possibility of new experiences 

in the present and of potential change in the future. Thus it was by razing the 

prison of the ego, a psychic structure that had becon1e overbuilt during the age 

of bourgeois individualls1n, that Einstein hoped to clear the way for a n1ore 

direct, less nmen1onically congested encounter with the \Vorld. Destroying the 

ego was the first and n1ost ln1portant step to\vard restoring the dyna1nic episte

rnological n1etabolisn1 bctvveen subject and \Vorld. 

But here an aporia \vithin the operational logic of Bebuquin II i111111ediately 

bccon1es apparent: if Einstein sought a technique to eradicate the self, why, of 

all instrun1ents for this ca1npaign, would he choose the genre of autobiogra

phy, which for centuries has served as the storehouse of nlen1ory and cultural 

sanctu111 sanctoru1n of selfhood? If the task vvas to shed the strictures of ego, 

surely it n1ade n1ore sense to flee the textual locus of individuality rather than 

to en1brace it. Indeed, hovv could a project of self-prospecting ever be brought 

to \Vork against the conditions of selfl1ood that it prestnnes as its very point of 

departure? Einstein's distinctly dialectical answer to this question is to force 
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the autobiographical "hypertrophy ofpersonhood" (Einstein Archive, 14) to its 

uttertnost linllt, where it lapses into its opposite, a "necrologue of the ego." In llls 

hands, the n1en1oir becan1e a 111eans to disperse the con1ponents of subjectivity 

rather than suture thern together, an anann1esis that erased of the psychological 

core of selfhood through a superabund;n1ce of n1en1ory. He characterized this 

paradoxical convergence of recollection and forgetting in his autobiography as 

an "egoistic forgetting of the self" (Einstein Archive, 19). 

The follovving chapter argues that the curious 111nen1onic econon1y 

revealed in Einstein's Bebuqui11 II also has far-reaching consequences for the 

issues of representation that are central to this book. Touching upon a nun1ber 

of con1positional strategics that are characteristic of intervvar art and literature, 

his project to disn1antlc the faculty of inen1ory nlerges \vi th a general critique of 

nll1netic realis1n. This \Vas the case, Einstein explained, because realisn1 requires 

the \vell-ordered retrieval of tnnen1onic in1ages in order to function: spanned in 

a delicate field of tension behveen oblivion and 1nen1ory, n1in1etic representa

tion is perturbed if the balance slllfts too far to\vards either of these tern1s. The 

conventions of realist art, he thus reasoned, were vulnerable to disturbance fron1 

hvo directions, through the destruction and erasure of n1e1nory, but also through 

its excess and superabundance. As we will sec, Bebuquin II opts for the latter strat

egy. Borrowing fi_·on1 the conventions and rnotifs of the traditional realist text, 

Einstein repeats these figures again and again until they begin to turn against the 

text's sense of veracity and to in1pugn the realist systetn itself. It was through the 

surplus of rnen1ory in Bebuquin II, through an "egoistic forgetting of the self," in 

other \Vords, that Einstein intended to strike a blovv against the foundations of 

resernblance and verisin1ilitude. 

A Bu1uAL IN LuAvus 

Einstein's critical writings on French cubisn1 provide us \Vith an initial sketch 

of the n1echanisn1 through which n1en1ory and representational realis111 collude. 

In an essay published in the journal Doaunents on analytic cubisn1 (the phase 

of cubist production between 1909 and 1914), he argued that cubis1n's greatest 
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innovation was not its shattering of the viewer's unified and coherent optic 

or the blow that this visual fragn1entation leveled against the integrity of the 

spectatorial subject. These spatial effects were secondary to cubisn1's priinary 

vocation, \vhich was to subvert niin1etic rcsen1blance through a destruction of 

nien1ory. Follo\ving the neo-associationist school of psychology prevalent in his 

day, Einstein explained in this essay that the legibility of an illusionistic painting 

hinges on the spectator's capacity to dra\v upon a 111ental stock of previous repre

sentations that can serve as a basis for con1parison. "])escriptive art," as he called 

nlin1etic realisn1, works by cross-referencing the external phenomenon being 

perceived \Vith an internal "deposit of a 111e111ory" (T-flerke, 4:163). As Sebastian 

Zeidler explains, for Einstein vision was "a process during \vhich nev.r stin1uli are 

constantly con1pared to old ones stored in nlen1ory, such that their location and 

extension in space will be identified through an act of syllogistic generalization 

based on past experiences. This is a niodel of vision that assun1es that a subject's 

experience of an object is ten1porally linear, episten1ologically curnulative, and 

deeply backward-oriented, for the subject \vill always seek to interpret the new 

as but a variation of the old."+ According to Einstein, the spectator does not per

ceive the realist artwork in its en1pirical particularity, but, turning inward, instead 

recalls a different object fron1 her past, filtering out inentally the n1ornents where 

the art\.vork before her diverges fion1 this n1en1ory i111age. But the line between 

nlental constancy and solipsistic tautology is a fine one. As Einstein explained, 

the realist systern of representation tends toward a closed circle of autoreference 

in which its in1age-signs sun1111on the identical 1ne1nories over and over again. 

Con1paring a realist painting with other inen1ory "deposits" dcrnands a shift 

fron1 sensation to recollection, the final result of which is a closed loop of "slav

ish tautology" (sklavische 1Ciutologie) that eternally conjures the n1cntal forn1s fi_·on1 

the storehouse of inen1ory. 

By severing this relay between optical perception and n1en1ory, the ana

lytic cubists subverted nlln1etic realisn1's law of identity: "It was the cubists who 

interrogated the object that was forever identical with itself; \Vhich is to say: 

they interrogated rnen1ory, where concepts are brought into order one after 

the other. Their greatest achieven1ent \¥as to destroy n1ernory's prefabricated 
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1n1agcs .... The inne1nonic legacy of objects had to be destroyed, which is to 

say, forgotten; thus the i1nage no longer served the fiction of a different reality, 

but becan1c itself a reality \Vith its o\:vn conditions" ( ftllerke, 3:33). The progran1 

of analytic cubisn1 annihilated resen1blance through a can1paign of practiced 

oblivion, Einstein notes here. ()ne syn1pton1 of this forgetting, be adds, is the 

negation of pictorial depth, a perceptual shift tO\¥ard the stuface of the canvas 

and the inaterial facture of the painting. "The precondition of cubist painting is 

the su1face. ()ne no longer \Vorks betvveen two i111aginary layers that supersede 

the canvas. The con1pass of the picture is achieved through its unverifiability 

and through the fact that the spectator docs not leave the reality of the picture" 

(Mlerke, 3:34). As an illustration of Einstein's clai111, consider one of Braque's 

analytic cubist works fron1 1910, \¥hich oscillates bet\:veen the visual sign of a 

torso and the continuous plane of the canvas itself (fig. 4.1 ): as this painting shifts 

fron1 senllotic absence to pheno1nenological presence, the aesthetic encounter 

is transforn1ed fro1n a retrospective act of i111agining to an i111111ediate event of 

perception. Here, Einstein notes adn1iringly, "painting no longer n1eans n1nc

n1otechnics" (Hlerke, 3:263). 

With its shift fron1 illusionistic depth to painterly surface, Einstein's 

account of analytic cubisn1 dovetails nicely vvith no\:v-fan1iliar scholarly nar

ratives that define niodernisn1 as an aesthetic tendency that foregrounded the 

111aterial presence of the art\¥ork over the content it depicts. Realisrn, as we 

kno\V fron1 Jakobson, privileges se111iotic transparency (the referential function), 

while 1nodernisn1 privileges the niaterial f.1cture of the sign (the poetic func

tion). But this schen1e grows 111ore con1plicated \:vhen, five years after his Doc11-

n1ents essay on analytic cubisrn, Einstein turned in a study of Braque's recent 

\Vork to d~e subjecr of late-synthetic cubisrn. In this text fro111 1934, he again 

conceived\ of the cubist enterprise as a ca111paign against the 1nnen1otechnics of 

"descriptive" realisn1, although no\:v the tern1s and strategies have been signifi

cantly revised, even reversed. Unlike the paintings rnade during cubisn1's first 

phase, vvhich tortuously attenuated the resen1blance between the itnage and 

its referent, the postanalytic works no longer seek to challenge figuration and 

resen1blancc so directly, but instead invoke the tradition of figuration in order 
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Figure 4.1 Georges Braque, Tbno (1910). © 2012 Artists !tights Society (ARS), Nev; 

York/ ADAGP, Paris. 
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to i1nbue it with an enig1n;itic ;ind hallucin;itory depth. In Tlie111is a11d Hera fron1 

1934 (fig. 4.2), for exa111ple, figural contour has returned to Braque's v.rork, 

although the forn1s in these i111ages are hardly the integral gestalts fa1niliar front 

traditional realist vvorks. These "n1etan1orphotic" figures, as Einstein called 

thcn1, swell forth and interpenetrate one another. As Braque extends the line 

used to contour one body into the interior of its a(ljacent, he dravvs letters too 

into the arabesques, con1pronllsing the boundaries of each figure and explod

ing its profile into the surrounding textual space. 'fhe strategy of this "n1ythical 

realis111" (Hlerke, 3:301), ~ls Einstein called it, is to invoke the n1eJ.ns ofillusion

istic representation but then outstrip it by retracing again and again the outlines 

of the individual forn1s, con1pletely transfornllng the figural group vvith each 

additional loop of a single continuous gesture. Gazing into this unbroken web 

of lineation, it becon1es in1possib!e for the spectator to distinguish individual 

objects, or even to n1ake the niost basic perceptual differentiation betvveen fig

ures that are contained \Vithin the field of vision and the ground of vision itself 

It is extretnely significant that Braque's rnethod in 'l1ie111is and Hera, as 

elsewhere in the late work, is one that is fundan1entally additive. l":!is choice 

here of the n1ediu1n of etching reflects this tenet, since the technique of etch

ing is notoriously unforgiving of n1istakes: \Vhilc drawings can be erased and 

canvases can be overpaintcd, it ls far 11101-c difficult to expunge a line fi_·on1 an 

etching. I-Jere Braque seeks a n1ethod that is n1ore indelible, inore irreversible 

than drawing or painting. Yet the lines of the etching do in f;_1ct ren1ain open 

to revision and transfor111ation, albeit only through the addition of still 111ore 

lines. For Braque, this specific technical exigency of the n1ediu1n expresses a 

general poetological principle that is fundatnental to post-analytic cubisn1, a 

project tha~ Einsteirl described as the "augn1entation l f/en11ehrr1ngJ, accretion 

of fortn [Cestaltzuwachsl and the enchanttnent of the real" (Hlerke, 3:324). In 

these vvorks, Braque only adds. Subtraction is proscribed. Like a Freudian r11i111-

derblock, the resulting "double style," as Einstein called it, presents several con

flicting, n1utually exclusive pictorial realities si1nultaneously. In this regard, the 

strategy of these works is con1pletely different fi·on1 that of analytic cubisn1. If, 

before, analytic cubisn1 had de1notivated the n1i111etic code of realist painting by 
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Figure 4.2 Georges Braque, 'J11c111is a11d Hem ('1934). © 20·12 Artists Rights Society 

(ARS), Ne\v York/ ADAGP, Paris. 
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faceting the tnotif, pressing its in1age-signs to\vard the condition of opacity and 

flatness where they vvould converge with the plane of the canvas, the synthetic 

and postsynthetic work no longer tries to neutralize the signifying capacity of 

the image, but instead tnultiplies, recasts (unulichten), and 111etan1orphoscs the 

sy1nbol (Hierke, 3:324). These n1ultivalent etchings do not negate the referential 

function of the sign outright, as was the case with the earlier works of Braque, 

but instead trigger, through a surplus of reference, a virtually endless string of 

visual analogies and forn1s that loop continuously back on then1selvcs. Analytic 

den1otivation is succeeded by synthetic overn1otivation. 

As Einstein's two essays suggest, each generation of cubist \Vork chal

lenged the conventions of nlin1etic realisn1, but they did so through opposed 

strategies. Analytic cubisn1 is a subtractive art based on strategics of calculated 

in1poverishn1ent, whereas its late-synthetic variant is a hallucinatory art of sup

plcn1entation and excess. Working centrifugally, analytic cubisn1 dissects the 

object with forrnal rigor, splaying and unfurling its 111ultiple facets across the 

canvas systen1atically (hence the conventional designation of"analytic" cubisrn). 

Synthetic cubisrn, by contrast, operates centripetally, crovvding things together, 

piling object upon object seen1ingly vvithout concern for their con11nensura

bility. ln1portantly, this shift frotn the negation of pictorial illusionis111 to the 

lyscrgic surplus of in1agery also reflected a reversal in cubistn's 111echanisn1 for 

subverting the collusion between n1etnory and nlin1etic rcalis1n. Unlike analytic 

cubisn1, which "destroys" the visual 111e111ory-trace, as Einstein put it, synthetic 

and postsynthetic cubisn1 supercharge this nien1ory-tracc through strategies of 

"augn1entation" and "accretion of forn1." The eradication of the 1nne111onic 

in1age yiel,ds to its endless reinscription. 

We- pave. exalllined the reorientation of cubist strategics at son1e length 

because it'- provides us with a n1ap of Einstein's O\Vn devcloptncnt as a \Vriter. 

Indeed, the transition fro1n an analytic to a synthetic niethod can be observed 

also in Einstein's literary work, exernplified in the shift fi·on1 the niodernist 

Bebuquin to the realist Bebuqufn Tl. Certainly the historical overlap between the 

tvvo phases of cubist painting and Einstein's Bebuqufn projects proposes sugges

tive parallels: just as Bebuqufn, vvhich he began to \¥rite in 1906, reflected the 

analytic variety of cubisrn that was its conte111porary, Bebuquin II, which Einstein 
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began con1posing in the nlld-1920s, likevvise follovved the artistic principles of 

late-synthetic cubisn1 found in Braque's recent work. It is in1portant to note, 

however, that the developn1ental parallels betvveen painting and literature are 

based not upon any clain1 of 1norphological resen1blance, which, of course, 

vvould alvvays fall back on a dubious set of inetaphors to connect the tvvo arts. 

According to Einstein, the correspondence instead resides at deeper structural 

levels of enunciation. Thus, in his fan1ous 1923 letter to the art dealer Da1llel 

Henry I{ahnweiler written shortly before he began work on Bebuquin II, Ein

stein insisted that cubis1n \Vas a con1prehensive cultural pheno1nenon whose 

an1bit and repercussions could not be linllted to the visual arts, since its general 

critique of rnin1esis cn1braced, on an epistenllc register, all varieties of syn1bolic 

production, including llterature. 5 

Like analytic cubisn1, Bebuq11i11 directs the reader to the lateral play of signs 

on the surface of the language, where, for exan1ple, phonetic rhyn1e sche111es 

dictate the sequence of vvords. I3y thus cancelling out the sernantic din1ension 

of the word, this technique undernllnes the nn1e1nonic depth of representation: 

it destroys the inental in1age of the signified and, recovering language as pure 

acoustic value, induces in the subject the san1e condition of perceptual presence 

that analytic cubisn1 sought to achieve in its practice of painting as a pure optical 

value. Bebuqui11 II strives for a sinlllar state of psychological oblivion, although, 

like Braque's work fron1 the 1920s, it arrives at that state through strategies 

of representational excess. Layering n1nen1onic i111age upon n1nen1onic in1age, 

Bebuqui11 II creates passages of rese1nblance between these strata that undennine 

the contours that separate one figure frorn another. In this respect, Bebuqui11 Ifs 

"desperate atten1pt to get rid of hoary n1en1ory" (Einstein Archive, 8) continues 

the an1nestic project of analytic cubis1n, but the strategy has changed: forgetting 

would now be realized not through the eradication of 111en1ory and its stock of 

tnental in1agery, but through a n1etastatic augn1entation and endless accretion of 

the figures found in the depths of the 1nind. 

Herc Bebuqui11 II follovvs a n1ne1nonic law fundan1ental to all signifying 

processes: the indelibility of the n1e111ory-trace. In an essay on the "art of forget

ting," the sen1iotici;111 and philosopher Un1berto Eco explained that n1en1ories, 
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once inscribed, cannot be expunged: "every expression deternllned by a sctni

otic sign function sets into play a tnental response as soon as it is produced, thus 

inaking it in1possiblc to use an expression to 1nake its O\Vn content disappear. If 

the arts of inen1ory are se1niotics, it is not possible to construct an art of forget

ting on their 111.odel. "6 Because signs will always inevitably evoke other signs, 

Eco notes, they cannot also be used to 111ake signs disappear. To the contrary, as 

v;e saw in the previous chapter's discussion of paralipsis, the sign that is actively 

negated, like the phrase that is rhetorically disavowed, is only further reinscribed 

and affirn1ed through this very act of eras11re. The expression "there is 110 rose," 

Abelard observed, will never £1il to bring to nllnd a rose. 7 (Or, to cite an ex

an1ple fro111 Einstein's O\'Vll body of work: L1 D~/Cnse qf dn i<.eal is still A Defense 

r::_f the ]?._ea!.) Irrespective of whether it is nsed affir1natively or negatively, then, 

the sign still continues to posit the existence of its referent, pro1npting Eco to 

conclude that there is no active inethod to forget the 111en1ory-trace that con

nects a signifier to a corresponding concept. Built out of n1nen101llc deposits 

that are by nature ineradicable, the hu1nan nllnd, to recall Freud's well-known 

analogy, is like the Eternal City in which all arcllltectural constructions, no niat

ter when they were built, persist in an in1-possible condition of si.111ultaneity and 

spatial coextension. 8 

Despite the fundan1ental indelibility of the n1nen1onic inscription, Eco 

points out that the structures of n1ctnory can nonetheless be undernllned by our 

overtaxing thetn. If the n1ernory-trace connecting sigillfier ;1nd concept cannot 

be broken, it can still be detourned, blurred, and den1ented. It becon1es possible, 

Eco writes, "to forget on account not of defect but of excess, just as, though it 

is not possible to destroy the n1caning of an assertion pronounced aloud, it is 

possible to ,pronou11Ce another assertion in the san1e 111on1ent, so that the two 

assertions jre superirnposed. There arc no voluntary devices for forgetting, but 

there are devices for ren1en1bering badly: it is necessary to niultiply the senllosis." 

Thus, he concludes, "one forgets not by cancellation but by superin1position, not 

by producing absence but by niultiplying presences. "'J The n111en101llc econon1y 

that Eco describes here is, to be sure, quite unlike Augustine's influential inodel 

of the hu1nan n1ind as a vast storehouse full of discrete parcel-like n1en1ories that 
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can be referenced and accessed at any tin1e: in contrast to Augustine's notion of 

rne111ory as a "huge cavern" of e1npty space, n1en1ory is instead understood here 

like Freud's palin1psestic Eternal City, a con1pressedjun1ble in which every ne\V 

trace is written on top of other preexisting nmen1onic deposits. 111 Within the 

overinscribed space of the hun1an nlind, forgetting is achieved not by ernptying 

out the cavern, but by cran1nling it vvith still rnore nlaterial. 

This is how Einstein's autobiography tries to forget: through an incessant 

practice of recollection. With every iteration of a nie1nory irnage, the previous 

trace is overwritten, inscribed each ti111e into new associative fields that redirect 

the chain of reference along different lines. The consequences of this cun1ula

tive process for the systen1 of nii111ctic realis111 are perhaps even inore dire than 

was aesthetic 1nodernisn1's phenon1enological turn toward the 111ateriality of the 

signifier. Dy "1nultiplying presences," to use Eco's phrase, Bebuquin II heaps sign 

upon sign until, collapsing on itself, the entire sig11ifying order undergoes a pro

cess of desen1anticization. Einstein characterized tllis strategy as "a re1nen1bering 

of the self taken to the point of annihilation" (Einstein Archive, 14). 

The tactics of repetition and reinscription are visible throughout 

Bebuquin II, although 111ost obviously in the systern of drarnatis personae, where 

Einstein puts into inotion a rolling play of rese111blance that blurs the boundaries 

betvveen the individual figures. At tin1es the protagonist of Bebr1qui11 II is a char

acter in the tllird person-nan1ed Beb or Laurenz-\vhile at other nion1ents 

Einstein constructs the narrative fron1 a first-person perspective. These roles 

arc continuously being recast in the text. In so1ne of the working notes for 

Bebuquin ll, for exan1ple, Einstein suggested that the birth of Laurenz should 

be realized "perhaps through the nietan1orphosis of sotneone else" (Einstein 

Archive, 8). This also explains the frequent references to reincarnation through

out his project notes, since the individual characters have no discrete points of 

origin and no personal £1tes, but instead beget one another through a series of 

shifts within the story. The ongoing process of recoding resen1bles the strategy 

that Einstein described, with reference to Braque, as an "accretion of fortn" 

in \¥hich "[e]vcry new deposit entails the forgetting and displacen1ent of the 

preceding inventories of consciousness" (T1Verke, 3:283). With each additional 
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accretion, with each 1-cinscription of attributes, the contours containing the 

individual character grovv less and less distinct and the figure begins to dissolve. 

Just as Laurenz con1es into existence "through the nietan1orphosis of 

son1eone else," Bebuquin II einerges through the 111etan1orphosis of Bebuqui11. 

This nietan1orphosis presents substantial challenges for the archivists and schol

ars of Einstein -vvho, despite their in1pressive textological exertions, still haven't 

succeeded in convincingly outlining the boundaries of tllis autobiographical 

project, vvhich was not a creation ex nihilo, but a return to a literary text fron1 

1906, a text that Bebuquin II at once built upon and revoked. And if it is in1pos

sible to say when exactly Einstein began to write Bebuqui11 II (1925? 1906?), it 

is equally in1possible to say ifhe ever would have finished it. Indeed, the textual 

prototype for these 1,300 discrete segn1ents of \Vriting would seen1 to be not 

the bound book-with a beginning, 111iddle, and end-but the card catalog or 

the archival file, two strategies for organizing knowledge that pern1anently defer 

syste1natic conclusiveness. Writing about the note cards used by Michel Lei

ris, with -vvhon1 Einstein edited the journal Doa11ne11ts, Denis Hollier observes, 

for example, that a "filing systen1 is infinitely expandable, rhizotnatic (at any 

point in tin1e or space one can always insert a new card); in contradistinction 

to the sequential irreversibility of the pages of the notebook and of the book, 

its interior niobility allows for pertnanent reordering." 11 As Einstein explained 

in a letter written in 1923, shortly before he began to transfor111 Bebuq/.lfn into 

Bebuquin II, his own words seetned to hin1 petforce unfinishable, forever open 

to revision: "Everywhere in niy writing I sense the fragn1ent; I could continue 

revising every sentence that I write for 111y entire life. " 12 And indeed, revisions 

to this ongoing project would continue until 1940, even then broken off only 

by its auth,or's death. 

Ein'stein's project to revisit and overwrite his earlier niodernist work 

reflected a poetological irnpulsc that was ubiquitous in the literature and art 

of the 1930s. As with Einstein, in nlany cases these authors rcclain1ed their 

previous experin1ental texts in order to en1bed then1 a second ti111e within an 

autobiographical fratnework. Einstein's friend Gottfi·ied Benn rewrote his leg

endary I?..i511ne-Novelle11 (1916) as a nie111oir, Lebens1,veg eines Intellektualisten (The 
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Life'.5 Journey ef an Intellectualist, 1934), just as Walter Benjan1in repeated many of 

the avant-garde Denkbilder fron1 his Einbahnstraj3e (One- Way Street, 1926) in the 

autobiographical text Berliner Kindheit u111 1900 (Berlin Childhood around 1900, 

1938). u Conte1nporaneous exan1ples of this type of auto-anthologization can 

also be found in the visual arts, where Kasimir Malevich recapitulated in the 

early 1930s the entire artistic developn1ent of painterly 1nodernisn1 fron1 In1pres

sionisn1 to cubo-futurism and suprematism at a furious pace, in son1e cases not 

just painting in the n1anner of these earlier styles but actually recreating specific 

works of his a second tin1e; sin1ilarly, slightly later in the decade, Marcel l)uch

amp assembled a collection of miniature reproductions of his "classic" avant

garde works in a portable niuseum that he entitled, with reference to the gesture 

of double contain111ent, the Bolte-en-valise. 

Within a cultural attnosphere inclined to historical retrospection and aes

thetic strategies of paradigrn repetition, Einstein undertook a project of autobio

graphical anan1nesis, although the goal of this endeavor was not to reconstruct 

the past, but to overload the circuitry of 111e1nory. If the inte1\.var "return to 

order" is typically associated with a desire for regulation and submission to the 

psychic authorities, the repetitions that we find in Bebuquin II complicate this 

inodel of return-as-containment, suggesting to us that, to the contrary, pro

cedures of repetition, when pushed to utter excess, actually enable an experi

ence of radical novelty. As Einstein explained, the mature ego is propped up 

by a nianageable and orderly mnen1onic stock, a "little pension" of selfhood 

that provides mental continuity through a process of "psychic capitalization" 

(Werke, 3:97) but that also threatens to in1prison the subject in a solipsistic loop 

of "slavish tautology." To escape fro1n the curse of the ever-same and to restore 

the possibility of novelty and nonidentity, Einstein sought recourse in a state 

of consciousness unencumbered by this nmen1onic pension. "Everything that 

is new," he wrote, "requires an extinguishing of nien1ory, i.e. of consciousness 

and of the ego" (l#rke, 3:305). Like conten1poraries ranging fro1n Shklovskii to 

Benjan1in, Einstein elevated tl1e figure of the child as a paradign1 of precategori

cal consciousness, of a phenomenologically pure subject fi·ee fi·on1 the burdens of 

habit and ingrained mental schen1ata. Because they haven't yet been disciplined 
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by the syn1bolic systen1s that lin1it the perceptual \¥arid of the adult, children, 

he averred, are "con1pletely inclined towards anti-naturalism" (VJlerke, 3:292) and 

therefore inunune to representation's fraudulent reality effects. 

And so where the typical autobiographical "ego-docu1nent" recol

lects the inchoate experiences of childhood so as to incorporate then1 into a 

stable adult narrative of selfhood, Bebuquin II, by contrast, revisits these earlier 

ino1nents in order to co1nn1une with their precategorical chaos. Not all returns 

are returns to order. Einstein characterized the autobiographical exercise as a 

kind of Infantiltraininj{, a "training in infantilisn1" (Einstein Archive, 7) that rein

states the rnode of consciousness that reigned before the child was subjected to 

the schematics of gran1111ar, before the norn1ativizing enterprise of education, 

before the purity of perception \¥as subjugated to the conventions of represen

tation-before, in short, "idiotization through intelligence" (Einstein Archive, 

7). Thus it was through n1nen1onic overinscription that Einstein intended "to 

reconstitute childhood and to n1ake its origins tangible through regressions" 

(Einstein Archive, 31). Repetition of the episodes of his autobiography becan1e 

an instrument for Einstein to "stupefy [hi111selfl back" (zurUckb!Ode11; Einstein 

Archive, 29) to a "wordless zone" of "prin1ary experiences beyond language" 

(Einstein Archive, 7). Einstein's paradoxical n1odel of a psychic econo111y in 

which inore is less and advanced 111nen1onic accun1ulation results in the condi

tion of speechlessness nlirrors, nioreover, a conclusion reached by Freud in his 

vvork on aphasia, nan1ely that, those affiicted by this condition "suffer 111ainly 

fron1 reminiscences. " 14 They are expelled fi-0111 the systen1s of language, fron1 

orders of syn1bolic representation, not because of forgetfulness, as one vvould 

assun1e, bu,t because of a pathological surfeit of recollection that results in the 

sufferer's ii:iability~ t6 erase her stock of 111e111ories. It is a psychic niodel that 

accounts s1'111ultaneously both "for the pern1anence of the trace and for the vir

ginity of the receiving substance. " 15 In the boundless recall of Einstein's ana111-

nesis, the postsyn1bolic speechlessness of the overcongested adult 111ind beco111es 

likewise indistinguishable fi·o111 the presyn1bolic speechlessness of the child. 

Fron1 this perspective, the forgetting of language found in the aphasic is just the 

pren1ature and aggravated onset of a natural aspect of senescence. In Bebuquin II 
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the two poles of dotage and youth converge in the J(indgreis (Einstein Archive, 

14), the oxymoronic figure of the "child-elder" that folds together the tabula 

rasa of youth and the mnemonic clutter of the aged nllnd. 

The curious structure of Bebuquin II, in which self-inscription coin

cides with self-erasure, reminds us that the faculty that we call 1nen1ory has a 

Janus-face. Indeed, in his Lectures on Aesthetics, Hegel insisted that there are two 

fundatnentally different niodalities of this retrospective consciousness, a differ

ence that he parses using the terms Gediichtnis and Erinnerung, n1en1ory and 

recollection. On the one hand is Erinnerung, the dense and organic cache of 

n1ental experiences fi_·o111 vvhich the subject crafts his psychological identity; 

in his gloss of Hegel's lectures, Paul de Man described this mode of sy111bolic 

internalization as an "inner gathering and preserving of experience. " 16 On the 

other hand, men1ory (Gediichtnis) is a quasi-mechanical function that operates 

through "notation," "inscription," and "writing down," de Man proposed. If 

Erinnen111g internalizes experience, Gediichtnis reverses this directionality, project

ing and objectivizing the contents of the nllnd onto the external world. And 

fur from enhancing our capacity to recall, the n1ne1nonic aides and technics of 

inscription that serve Gediichtnis in fact inhibit the 1nental life of the subject, in 

Hegel's view, for they outsource recollection and thereby deaden the imagina

tion, the faculty that governs the n1ental ordering of symbolic thought. Thus, 

according to Hegel, an excess of 1nen1ory, of Gediichtnis, results not in total 

recall, but in its opposite, total forgetting. Tllls deconstructive logic is encap

sulated by de Man using a formula that is virtually identical to Einstein's own 

characterization of Bebuquin II as a "ren1e1nbering of the self taken to the point 

of annihilation": "memory," de Man wrote, "effaces remen1brance (or recol

lection) just as the I effaces itself." Thus, "in order to have niemory, one has 

to be able to forget remembrance and reach the niachinelike exteriority, the 

outward turn, which is retained in the Gern1an word for learning by heart, 

aus-itJendig lernen."17 

For this reason, the best way to forget so1nething is to write something down 

and me1norize it. Einstein designated this process as a T/eriiiifJerung der Schrift (Ein

stein Archive, 7), a phrase that captures at once both the physical act of inscribing 
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and giving inaterial for1n to a mernory (an "exteriorization through writing") 

as well as the experience of psychic cstrangcn1cnt that results from an act of 

exteriorization that gives nien1ory a life independent of its author (an "alie11-

atio11 through writing"). For Einstein, the autobiographical enterprise entailed 

a double gesture ofco1runen1oration and annihilation, 18 with each of the 1,300 

sheets of paper that accon1panied him during his vvanderings in exile blot

ting out another nion1ent of his own biography. Thus it is that consigning 

tnen1ory to writing docs not impede forgetting, but enables it, even actively 

undern1ines the fitness of organic recollection and hastens the author's pro

gress toward a state of niental oblivion. This rule, in £1ct, was corroborated 

by the early con1parative anthropological researches that inforn1ed Einstein's 

vvritings on non-Western art and culture. A~ Lucien Levy-Bruhl pointed out 

in his study Hou1 NatitJes Think (Les Fo11ctio11s 1ne11tales dans !es sociCtCs it!fCrieures, 

1910), a book of in1111ense iinportance to Einstein, rnembers of societies that do 

not rely on \Vrittcn language for the transnllssion of cultural knowledge have 

111uch 1nore povverful faculties of n1en1ory than those vvho have vvriting at their 

disposal. 19 

Einstein characterized his autobiographical "training in infantilisn1" as a 

"search for a lost childhood between leaves and a forgetting of what has been 

learned" ("die suche nach der verlorenen kindheit zvvischen blaettern und vcr

gessen des erlernten"; Einstein Archive, 7). There is a telling an1biguity in these 

words. On the one hand, the "leaves" in this phrase, the blaetter, would seen1 to 

refer specifically to the pivotal episode in Bebuquin II that Einstein called the 

blaetterbegraebnis, or the "burial in leaves." In this scene of prinlltive sacrifice, 

vvhich was inspired by the accounts of anthropologists such as Levy-Bruh], the 

children i:If the stofy gather together in the forest to smother the child prince 

beneath a'·1n1ountain of decaying organic n1atter. 13ut, beyond tllls reference to a 

particular episode within the narrative, the phrase blaetterbegraebnis also contains 

a inetapoetic reflection on the project of the autobiographer, for in Gern1an, the 

blaetter are of course also leaves of paper. Einstein's blaetterbegraebnis thus refers 

not just to the sacrifice of the child prince, but also to the suffocation and burial 

of the author's ego under 1,300 pages of dead biographical n1atter. The phrase 
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"die suche nach der verlorenen kindheit zwischen blaettern und vergessen des 

erlernten" thus assumes a second aspect: translating the word blaettern in this 

phrase as a verb rather than a noun-entirely permissible, since here, as in ahnost 

all of the typewritten segments of Bebuquin II, Einstein avoids using capital let

ters-the project becon1es a search for a lost childhood that is conducted by 

leafing through sheets of paper and, in this act of leafing, forgetting all that he 

has learned. 

Einstein's characterization of Bebuquin II as a "search for lost childhood" is 

also an unambiguous nod to Marcel Proust's monumental anan1nesis In Search of 

Lost 11111e, a book that exhibits a si1nilarly perilous proxinllty between n1en1ory 

and forgetting. In a 1929 review of the novel, Bcnjan1in struggled to come to 

terms with the puzzling structure of Proustian 111C111oire invofuntaire, a 111ental 

process that is unconscious and thus, it would seen1, highly subjective, and yet 

also exlllbits profoundly 111achinelike qualities. Me1nory belongs to an appara

tus of language that is both psychologically alien and physically exterior to the 

thinking subject. "The i111portant thing to the ren1embering author," Benja

nlln wrote in his revic\V, "is not what he experienced, but the vveaving of his 

111en1ory, the Penelope work of recollection. Or should one call it, rather, a 

Penelope work of forgetting? Is not involuntary recollection, Proust's rnCrnoire 

invoh111taire, inuch closer to forgetting than what is usually called memory? 

And is not this work of spontaneous recollection, in which me111ory is the 

woof and forgetting the warp [in de111 Erinnerung der Einschlag und Ve1;gesse11 der 

Zettel ist], a counterpart to Penelope's \..York rather than its likeness?" (Schriften, 

2:311; Writings, 2:238). The curious in1age proposed by the final sentence of 

this quote can be translated two ways. By referencing the Einschlag ("vvoof") of 

recollection and the Zettel ("warp") of forgetting, Benjan1in invokes the con

ceit of the "fabric" of remembrance, a rnetaphor consonant with the image of 

Penelope at work at the loo1n. Ren1ove the the111atic connotations of weav

ing, ho\vever, and the words present a different picture, one closely aligned 

with Hegel's analysis of recollection (Er-i1111eru11g) as an inner psychic process 

and 111en1ory ( Cedi:ichtnis) as a written, external record that facilitates forget

ting; in tnhnoire i111Joh111taire the organic act of Erinnerung, which produces an 
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Einschlag (an impact, an internalized trace), is interlaced with Zettel (a slip of 

paper, an external memory-trace) and thus, for Benjan1in, con1es precariously 

close to the process of forgetting ( Ve1;gessen). 

THE DEAD ZONE OF MODlJRNISM 

Earlier we observed that Einstein's account of the transition fi·on1 analytic to syn

thetic compositional practices, which he described critically in his writings on cub

isn1 and realized textually in llls autobiography, can be n1apped onto the relationship 

of moder1llsm to interwar realism more generally. These widespread structural 

transforrnations in the aesthetic field were the subject of his devastating theoretical 

broadside against n1odernis1n, 171e Fabrication ef Fictions. Written at the sa1ne time as 

Behuquin II, this text despairs of the political £Lilure of the n1oder1llst project, \vhose 

great error, Einstein observed, was to have placed too n1uch faith in the faculty of 

the in1agination and its cultural agent, fiction, as resources for transforming reality. 

If once the in1agination had provided a noninstrutnentalized space of funtasy and 

subjective fieedo1n that was distant from the pressures of the present and, for this 

reason, could function as a preserve of potentially revolutiona1y in1pulses that vvere 

unrealizable in eve1yday life, tllls faculty had, under the inodernist regime of I' art 

pour l' art, distended inordinately to the point of severing all connection to real

ity. The llnagination, Einstein explained, had becon1e like a "bacillus" that breeds 

in the hiatus between the subject and the external world, its symbols and meta

phors reproducing uncontrollably until they eclipse all external referents (Einstein 

Ai·chive, 9). Under these conditions, \vhich elevated fictionality as an autotelic 

value, the sign ceases to function as a mediator of experience. Under the aesthetic 

rule of n1od,ernisn1; Einstein wrote, the "poen1s and pictures of the imagination arc 

stored in a Head zone; they exist only as long as one renounces reality."20 With the 

establishn1ent of this dead zone, "there is in fact no correspondence bet\veen the 

in1pressions that enter consciousness and the sequence of hallucinated signs" ( T#rke, 

3:21). To be sure, Einstein ca111e to vvrite with such iI1sight and passion about the 

£Lilure of 1nodernism's poetics of the imagination because it \Vas a £Lilure that he 

recogn.ized in his own vita, where the ro111ancc with fictionality had trapped its 
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author in a si111ulacral existence, cut off :fi:orn the \Vorld and lacking a collective lan

guage. Looking back from the 1930s, Einstein lamented the fact that he had "lived 

in nletaphors and never had contact with prin1ary existence" (Einstein Archive, 38). 

The collusion that Einstein discerned between the imagination and the 

practices of aesthetic nlodernism appears in the texts of his contemporaries 

as well, n1ost notably the phenon1enological analyses of the imagination that 

Jean-Paul Sartre published in the late 1930s. Central to Sartre's theory of the 

in1agination was the notion that this faculty is invariably a negative one. Against 

the n1odels of consciousness proposed by l)escartes, Hun1e, and Leibniz, \vho 

asserted the identical nature of in1age and sensation, Sartre argued in The f!nagi~ 

nation (1936) and T71e Irnagina111 (1940) that niental i1nages do not correspond 

causally to any sensory content and, indeed, can be for1ned only by severing the 

connection with the outside world. For this reason, the in1agination is structur

ally incon1patible with, and even opposed to, the phenon1enological act of per

ception.21 Sartre illustrated this "privative, negative character of the in1age"22 by 

analyzing the act of in1agining his friend Pierre: "My i1nage ofhin1 is a certain 

n1anner of not touching hi1n, not seeing hin1, a way he has of not being at such [and 

such] a distance, in such land such] a position. The belief, in the in1age, posits 

the intuition, but does not posit Pierre. The characteristic of Pierre is not to be 

non-intuitive, as one nlight be tetnpted to believe, but to be 'intuitive-absent,' 

[which is to say] given as absent to intuition. In this sense one can say that the 

i1nage has vvrapped \Vithin it a certain nothingness" (I111aJ{inary, 14). For this rea

son, Sartre explained, the act of niental representation should not be n1istaken 

as "presentifying" an object that just happens to be absent (I1naginary, 182), since 

the process of imagining actively negates and absents the real, existing referent 

that it represents. "The negative act is constitutive of the itnage," he observed 

(I1naJ{i11ary, 183). For Sartre, then, i1nagining Pierre was a way of obliterating his 

fi-iend's actual being and presence. Thus, in contrast to the perceiving conscious

ness, which posits its object as existent and present, the iinagining consciousness 

posits its object as a nothingness, or le 11Ca11t. It "nihilates" things (nCantiser) in 

order to represent then1. "To posit an in1age," Sartre stnrunarized, "is to 

hold the real at a distance, to be freed fi·on1 it, in a word, to deny it" (I1na,r.:inary, 
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183). Through this process of cognitive subtraction, the phenon1enal world is 

delivered over to that of 1nental representation and the perceiving subject is 

transfor1ned into a thinking one, a n1anipulator of signs. Ilut in this process, she 

is also denied the condition of ontological presence in the world that Sartre calls, 

following Heidegger, in-der- TiVeft-Sein. 23 

Like Sartre, Einstein considered the imagination to be a fundamentally 

negative faculty. It is by definition subtractive, he argued, and for this reason 

cannot posit, invent, or create. But v,rhereas Sartre celebrated the irnagination's 

challenge to the empirical exigencies of the present, discovering within its shat

tering of the world "as totality" (I111aginary, 184) a basis for liberation fi_·on1111atter 

and the pressures of in-der- Mlelt-Sein, Einstein, by the 1930s, had lost faith in 

the iinagination as a vehicle of such liberation. For him, the in1agination had 

instead become a prison house, a tautological grid in which signs continuously 

refer only to other signs. The i111agination's strategies of mental "abbreviation" 

(Abkiirzung), Einstein wrote, ahvays entail an "onlission" (T11eglassen; VVerke, 5:60) 

and an in1poverishn1ent of e1npirical experience that prompts "a flight fron1 the 

present, a dearth of actuality" (f<'ictions, 120). Einstein discovered in the Sartrean 

n1echanisn1 of nihilation not subjective freedo111 but objective violence, an oblit

eration of experiential reality. 

As Einstein drifted away from applied art criticism in the 1930s-his 

n1onograph on Braque fro111 1934, for exan1ple, has only the n1ost tenuous 

relationship to the actual art\vorks he was co1ru11issioned to discuss-he grew 

increasingly invested in 1nore general, sociological fi-a1neworks for understand

ing ho\V the institutions of art function. And increasingly he can1e to see these 

institutions as fundan1ental obstacles to radical political transfor111ation. Hav

ing becon1e, the locuS for the imaginary enactrnent and neutralization of sub

versive revO'lutionary iinpulses, art played a social function that, according to 

Einstein, was inevitably reactionary. 24 Like Herbert Marcuse, whose 1937 essay 

"The Affirmative Character of Culture" argued that all art perpetuates alienated 

social relations because it provides a site for the syn1bolic resolution of repressed 

needs,25 Einstein saw art as a conservative, socially stabilizing force. Even works 

\Vith a pronounced social-critical stance perpetuate the status quo, he argued. 
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"The fact is that rartists] diverted i1nportant energies into the aesthetic instead 

of allo\ving the art event and its energies to pour into life" (Fictr'ons, 66). Decause 

these revolutionary impulses had been redirected away fi-on1 the real sites of 

political conflict, people have becon1c "incapable of revolt," their subversive 

in1pulses having already been "abreacted aesthetically." As a n1eans to subli-

1nate dissent, syn1bolic critique had becon1e an ersatz for actual political change, 

pron1pting Einstein's final and unan1biguous conclusion: "despite its revolution

ary gesture, all art is conservative" (Fictions, 244). 

Thus although Einstein and Sartre both provide a sinlllar analysis of the 

functioning of inodern art, their respective assess1nents of the political con

sequences of these in1aginary acts of negation could not be rnore different. 

Nowhere is this disagreement inore evident than in their contrasting stances 

on StCphane MallarrnC, \¥hon1 each crovvned as the pre1n.ier poet of n1odernist 

negativity. While Sartre exalted Mallanne's hern1etic lyrics and even credited 

the poet as the source of his philosophical concept of nothingness,26 Einstein 

conden1ncd these structuralist language gan1es as socially solipsistic and se1nanti

cally tautological, as a hfe-negating intrusion of der Ntant. The "socially nega

tive character of this poetry is obvious," he observed (Fictions, 113). Having 

abandoned the con1111unicative function of language, Mallarn1f valorized pun

ning over 1nearllng, endophoric allusion over external reference. "Mallarmf 

leaps frotn a tenuous nlotif to a re111ote inetaphor in order to separate hin1self 

and his poen1 fi-on1 the current reality and fi·on1 the sensus connnunis" (Fictions, 

113).27 Modernists such as Mallarn1e "were very proud of their negative ori

entation and their sterile solitude," Einstein wrote. "Opposing the in1agination 

to the real, they elevated the for1ner far above every nai'vc experience" (f'ic

tions, 322). Such poets "absorbed (annihilated) individual positive experiences 

(in the interval of the in1agination) and positive fi1cts in abstract forn1ulations 

ever n1ore violently. Hence niodern liberal culture beca1ne shapeless [gestaltlos]" 

(Fictions, 79). 

To explain the 1nechanisn1s of the i1nagination and contextualize its ascent 

in recent art, Einstein offered his own phenon1enological account of the reader's 

encounter vvith the n1odernist text. Here too his analysis is consonant \¥ith that 
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of Sartre. Composed in a language attenuated to the point of silence, a poe1n by 

Mallarn1C, for exan1ple, provides the reader with little sensuous data, pron1pting 

his retreat into the interior spaces of the nlind (fig. 4.3). Confronted with these 

spare and rarefied lihC~, a "linlited piece of positive reality is then supplen1ented by 

the imagindtion" (Fictions, 111). It is the labor of the imagination, in other words, 

to ink up the white page and, by filling in the text's on1issions virtually, to recon

struct an absent aesthetic totality out of the heap of ambiguous fragn1ents. "Every 

linguistic or visual con1n1unication contains organic or factual gaps [01;qanische 

und faktische Llicken]; [in this regard, every artwork is a fragtnent that continues to 
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have an effect by being cotnpleted by the observerl. It is precisely the sparseness 

of description that gives the intellectual the chance to fill out the patchy depic

tion through the i1nagination, through n1etaphor" (Fictions, 263). 28 As Einstein 

observes here, the process by which the in1agination reconstitutes absent infor-

111ation is in no way specific to aesthetic experience alone. 10 the contrary, all 

"linguistic or visual con1111unication" is invariably riddled with sorne "organic 

or factual gaps," hern1eneutic 01nissions that require the addressee to connect 

the dots, as it were, in order to reconstruct the original 111essage. In both art and 

other forn1s of co1111nunication, n1eaning is constituted subtractively, a lavv that 

the author Arno Holz illustrated in 1891 with the for1nula art = nature - x. 2
') 

Yet, as Einstein also insisted, under the rule of n1odernisn1, this quantity 

,~the "gap" (Liicke)-had becon1e the very elen1ent that defined the artwork: 

"all artistic creation is characterized (negatively), by nihilisn1" (Fictions, 321). On 

this score, Einstein knew what he was talking about, having hi1nself once been 

a leading voice in the school of nlodernist nihilis1n. Beb11quin, one reviewer 

noted in 1914, is uncon1pronUsing in its "resolute en1phasis on the negative."-10 

Its \Vrought and self-referential idion1 den1ands extraordinary interpretive effort 

on the part of the reader to reconstruct the 111eaning of the lines. Like Mal

larn1C's poetry, Bebuquin provides a pe1fect illustration of Wolfgang Iser's dictun1 

that "episten1ologically fiction ren1ains a blank."31 Once the concrete basis for 

a se11sus co111111unis, the aesthetic encounter is privatized by these blanks, which, 

by triggering a flight fi·on1 reality and a shift fro111 perceiving to in1agining, 

privilege the n1ental interior of the individual over collective experience. As 

an indication of the success and influence of n1oder1Usn1's paradign1 of sub

tractive art, one need but glance at its conternporaneous aesthetic philosophy, 

which apotheosized the faculty of the in1agination in i1nportant theoretical trea

tises such as Hans Vaihinger's 900-page Philosophie des Als-Ob (JJf11'/osophy of 

As-If, 1911). 

According to Einstein, 111odernist negation took two forn1s, one sensory 

and one episten1ological. The first is evident in the austerity of tlUs art, its 

tendency to sparseness and abstraction. In Mallarn1e's poetry, for exa1nple, this 

sensory negation is evident in the nfant of the en1pty page and the rigorous 
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constraint of the vvords the1nselves, \\rhich transpose the site of the aesthetic 

event fro111 the artwork to the i111agination of the reader. Modernisn1's vvill to 

anesthetize is even n1ore inanifest in the case of painterly abstraction, vvhich, 

Einstein wrote, pushed the \¥ithdrawal of sensuous experience to its absolute 

linllts. In contrast to his great enthusias111 for analytic cubist painting, which still 

n1aintained at least son1e degree of connection to external referents, Einstein 

never accepted the radical break with pictorial rese1nblance taken by Mon

drian or Malevich, nonobjective painters who1n he distnissed as "hygie1Usts" and 

"ascetics," and vvhose works he derided as "ideals of a vvashroon1 civilization" 

(TiT/erke, 5:238). 32 In an effort to purify the senses, he wrote, these strategies of 

"absolute" abstraction confined the body of the subject to a h1nited set of dis

crete sensory channels: "The effect of today's artvvorks is based on restricting 

the field of vision and the spectrun1 of sensation" (Fictio11s, 78). This process of 

sensory confine1nent-a perceptual constriction that \Votdd soon find its 111ost 

brilliant advocate in that great hygienist of vision and enthusiast for pure optical

ity, Cle111ent Greenberg-was, according to Einstein, the aesthetic corollary to 

those baleful and soul-destroying processes of rationalization that were choking 

the life out of n1odern culture. Having follovved to its conclusion the inorbid 

drive to optical purity, n1ove1nents such as neoplasticisn1 and suprernatisn1 had 

arrived at a state of sensory autis1n. "Seeing was no\v idiotized into a specializa

tion," Einstein sununed up (T#rke, 3:219). 

This sensory rarefaction had deleterious effects on the hu111an orga1Usn1, 

Einstein vvrote. By restricting aesthetic experience to a li1nited nun1ber of per

ceptual channels, i11odernisn1 had resulted in what he called Oi:i,;anverenffl-11'/g, 

the confinetnent of sensation to a single organ. This "purely optical encoun

ter," he \vrqte, cripples the "1neaningful con1plexes of consciousness," result

ing in the 'fpathogenic overloading of one (particularl organ" and the "partial 

destruction of the individual" (J;Vcrke, 3:230). As one perceptual psychologist 

sin1ilarly observed in 1930, the experience of pure opticality is fundan1entally 

UJidcrsi1111i11g~literally, "contrary to the senses"-and leads not to a condi

tion of phenon1enological presence or grace, but to a state of deliriun1 and 

psyclUc dissociation.-n Its "no-space of sensory deprivation" drove e111bodied 
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experience underground, into the unconscious. 34 Against painterly abstraction's 

will to sensory specialization, which he derided as n1ere "sight" (Sid1t), Ein

stein's later writings chan1pioned a con1posite n1ode of perception that he called 

"vision" (T/ision), an intersensory chiasn1us that ballasts perception with bodily 

substance and ernbeds experience in the finn ground of reality. 35 

Modern art's sensory negation vvas n1atched on an episten1ological register 

by strategies of senllotic den1otivation, inethods that we have already encoun

tered in the previous discussion of analytic cubis1n's subtractive logic. Enabled by 

the negative faculty of the in1agination, niodernisn1 was by its very nature criti

cal, Einstein argued, and thus incapable of creating ne\v forn1s or positing nevv 

realities. As evidence for his clain1, consider one of the cornerstones of niodern

ist poetics, the device of "estrangen1ent" rnade farnous by Shklovskii as ostrane11ie 

or by Brecht as T/e~fi·e1udung, whose purpose is to distort, and thus call a\vareness 

to, the tnechanisn1s of signification that would rernain otherwise unnoticed in 

niin1etic artworks. In this operation, the niodernist text constitutes itself as an 

inflected, or denaturalized, version of a realist one in which rese1nblance func

tioned intuitively and unproblen1atically. Thus the fi"ag111entary construction of 

Bebuquin, for exan1ple, can be understood as the deter1ninate negation of the 

integral totality of the realist novel, just as the san1e text's syntactic glisse111ent 

across the su1face of language also operates as the detern1inate negation of the 

psychological depth found in illneteenth-century 11arratives of Bi/dung. for this 

reason, Fredric Jarneson has argued that "all 1nodernistic \Vorks are essentially 

sin1ply cancelled realistic ones." 'I'hey are "not apprehended directly, in tern1s 

of their O\VIl syn1bolic nieanings, in tern1s of their ovvn 111ythic or sacred in1111e

diacy, ... but rather indirectly only, by way of the relay of an in1aginary realistic 

narrative of \Vhich the syn1bolic and inodernistic one is then seen as a kind of 

stylization.".16 Because they are by their constitution beholden to the tradition 

of realist texts that precede the111, all niodernist texts are, in essence, si111ply real

ist texts of a different order. Thus, it is not the case that niodernis1n has given 

up nlln1etic reference, only that its reference is one of a higher order: instead of 

pointing to extra-aesthetic reality, it points to the realist artvvork. Behind every 

Proust is a Balzac, behind every Malevich a Repin. And so, for all its rarefaction 
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and hern1etic obfuscations, Mallarn1f's blank page still cannot fail to be nlean

ingful ag;1inst the background of a literary tradition that has shaped the reader's 

interpretive horizon. 

For this reason Einstein often cotnpared n1odernist art to an apophatic 

theology, a structure of knovvledge that arrives at truth through strategies of 

negation. In the san1e \¥ay that "one can speak of a negative theology, one can 

also speak of an art that is oriented to\vard negation," he observed in his book 

on Braque (T1Tferke, 3:206); and in The Fabrication <:f Fictions, he si111ilarly took 

note of"tbe affinity between fal nihilistic aesthetic and the negative theology of 

rnystics" (Fictions, 113). As Lyotard has argued in a series of essays, n1odernisn1's 

eschevval of ernbodin1ent and positive kno\vledge aligns it vvith the Kantian 

sublin1e, a borderline experience that, in contrast to the affirn1ative apprehen

sion of the beautiful, is disclosed through a "negative presentation, or even a 

non-presentation. ".17 Einstein's co1nparison of abstraction to negative theology is 

echoed, nioreover, in Pavel Medvedev's conten1poraneous poleniic against aes

thetic n1odernisrn, which the ll.ussian literary critic disn1issed as an "apophatic 

n1ethod" (anocjJann1l/eCKUll .Men1oiJ), a n1ode of negative kno\vledge. In his 1928 

study '111e Fon11alist Afethod i11 Literary Criticis111, \vhich took ain1 at the critical 

niethods of the Russian fon11alists as vvell as the artistic production of their 

futurist allies, especially the zatllllllild, Medvedev discussed strategies of n1odern

ist apophasis in a series of chapters on the subject of"negation" (on1JJUZ/GHUe). 

There he took issue with the opposition that futurisn1 and forn1alis111 had estab

lished het\veen everyday, con11nunicative language and its negative in1age, poetic 

language: the "defi.1lltion of the distinctive features of poetic language vvas devel

oped in such a way that each of the basic indicators fnpU3f/GKUl of con1n1uni

cative language wot1ld have an opposite sign fs11aKl in poetic language. The 

basic conCcpts of the forrnal 1nethod-'transrational language,' 'deauton1atiza

tion,' 'deforn1ation,' 'rnaking difficult'-turn out to be nicrely negations that 

correspond to the various indicators of everyday, practical language." "Thus,'' 

he reasoned, "the forn1alists did not define poetic language by \¥hat it is, but 

by what it is not." Medvedev's conclusion, like that of Einstein, \¥as that this 

parasitic approach to aesthetic fonn could never be "creative," since, as he puts 
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it, the "lexicon, granm1ar, and even the basic then1es of the 1nessage have :1lready 

been prepared beforehand. "-18 

To be fair, the nlodernist paradig1n of negative aesthetics had already 

reached a point of exhaustion even before Einstein and Medvedev rendered their 

verdict on n1odern art. After decades of use the sa111e old devices of estrange

n1ent, deforn1ation, and so forth had lost their critical function and devolved 

into a blind, contentless reflex. Or, to be nlore precise: their critical function was 

intact, but critique itself had since fo1feited its privileged relationship to radical 

politics. As l3recht put it in 1930, "the avant-garde has capitulated, but it has not 

died." Even Adorno, that die-hard defender of negative aesthetics, \vuuld adnlit 

in a piece on the aging of n1odernisn1 that, by 1927, this art's critical n1ethod 

had beco1ne ritualized and was recuperated as status quo. With the forn1aliza

tion of dissonance and estrangen1ent as standard procedures in art, n1oder1lisn1's 

critical posture had turned into a "radicalness for \Vhich nothing is any longer at 

stake," as Adorno put it. 39 Indeed, if anything is to be learned fron1 the illustrious 

career that n1odernisn1 enjoyed in the West during the cold war, vvhere abstract 

art \.Vas enlisted as a cultural cipher for the "values" of fi·eedon1, den1ocracy, 

and consun1er capitalisn1, it is that there is nothing inherently progressive about 

strategics of aesthetic negation, \vhich are just as susceptible to dogn1;1tization 

and political instrun1entalization as \.Vas the realist art of the Eastern I3loc. But 

as we have already seen, Einstein's indict111ent of n1odernisn1 goes even further 

than this, arguing that syn1bolic critique, by subli111ating subversive tendencies 

\Vithin the contained sphere of art, conies to function as a substitute for actual 

political transfor111ation. Modernisn1, in other words, is reactionary not despite 

but because of its radical posture. Thus, in his later writings, Einstein argued 

that this art had engendered "heroes of critique and dwarves of will" (Einstein 

Archive, 43), a race of artists \Vhose subn1issiveness paved the way for the rise of 

totalitarianisn1. 40 Indeed, for Einstein, National Socialis1n was the very en1bodi-

1nent of 111odcrnist negativity. Taunting those who continued to enthuse about 

painterly abstraction, he predicted in Behuqui11 11 that if "Hitler were a cub

ist-and he \Vill becon1c one-then you \Vould all be exhilarated" (Einstein 

Archive, 41 ). 
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According to Einstein, the apophatic logic of n1odernisn1 doon1ed its art 

to cultural passeis1n. For all its avowed con1nllt111ent to artistic innovation, and 

for all its bluster about breaking radically \Vith the past, n1odernisrn rernained 

structurally beholden to the preceding aesthetic n1odels that it ch;illenged. The 

artistic legacy circu1nscribed virtually every n1ove of the n1odernist, whose 

deconstructions and dcn1otivations of the aesthetic field, Einstein argued, were 

carried out auto1natically and \Vithout reflection. These artists "had an enor

n1ous capital of n1en1ories and visual traditions at their disposal, which stirred 

\Vithin then1 like shado\vs," he \Vrote. "The rebellious heirs were shadowed by 

a blurry n1ass of artistic fonns, fitded syn1bols and for111ulas that rolled along 

111echanically" (Fictions, 23).~ 1 One of the n1ost obvious syn1pton1s of the his

toricist character of n1odernisn1, Einstein observed, was the n1oven1ent's stylistic 

heterogeneity. Barred fi·on1 inventing new aesthetic constructions or positing 

;ifftrn1ative forn1, the retrospective n1odernists, he wrote, \Vere "forced into 

unholy eclecticisn/' and into rearranging "the second-class leftovers of 111ultiple 

styles" (T-Verke, 3:202). These epigones were the "late descendants" of an "over~ 

fonned" and "overeducated" civilization (f!flerke, 3:303). Modernisn1's negation 

of style was subsequently radicalized in the 1920s by its successors, the avant

garde n1oven1ents that were distinguished aesthetically by their stylistic plurality. 

And \Vhile 111odernis1n and the avant-garde cannot be equated, for Einstein the 

t\vo n1oven1ents nonetheless shared the s:1n1e logic of negation, a logic that, in 

both cases, was reflected fonnally in an absence of stylistic 1narkers. Indeed, one 

encounters the san1e constitutive absence across the individual avant-gardes, 

irrespective of national context or political agenda: writing about Gruppe 1925, 

one of the n1ost in1portant constellations of Ger111an New Objectivity vvrit

ers, Hchnl~t Lethen·; for exan1ple, confir111s the very "i1npossibility of fornling 

a coherent unity under the sign of 'Objectivity' ";~2 like\vise, Rosalind Krauss 

notes that the "forn1al heterogeneity" of French surrealisn1 presents the critic 

\.Vith a "series of contradictions \vhich ... strike one as being irreducible" and 

concludes that "it is precisely style that continues to be a vexing problen1 for any

one dealing \Vith surrealist art"; 43 and ah·eady in 1923, Sergei Tret'iakov observed 

that llussian futurisn1 '\.vas never a school. lt vvas a socioaesthetic tendency, 
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the strivings of a group of people \¥hose shared point of contact was not even 

positive tasks [noJIOJICll/JteJlbl-lble 3a0al-fuj, not a precise understanding of their 

'to111orrow,' but rather a hatred for their 'yesterday and today," an inexhaustible 

and n1erciless hatred. " 44 

Rather than \¥ork to create new collective for1ns of expression, the avant

gardc had instead created a consciousness of style as such. As Peter Biirger noted 

in his influential account of this cultural forn1ation, "ltJhcre is no such thing as a 

Dadaist or surrealist style. What did happen is that these nloven1ents liquidated 

the possibility of a period style \¥hen they raised to a principle the availability 

of the artistic n1eans of past periods. "45 Indeed, the growing awareness of style 

as such in the 1920s pron1pted the birth of stylistics, a discipline that en1erged 

at this tin1e as the acadenlic corollary to the avant-gardc's 1netahistorical con

sciousness and took as its object of study those orphaned aesthetic devices that 

had lost their inotivated relationship to society. For Einstein, the condition of 

stylistic pluralisn1 reflected the general processes of cultural transvaluation set 

in n1otion by bourgeois liberalisn1, \vhosc specious ecun1cnisn1 and ahistorical 

universalisn1 served to cover up the historical fact of the subject's atonllzation. 

"Liberal society could not develop a style," he wrote, "since it excluded the 

collective fi·on1 the process of artistic production" (Fictions, 136). In contrast to 

those societies in which the psyche of the individual is "con1pletely exterior

ized" and "objectivated [versacl1lichtl" (Werke, 4:336) in a collective and culturally 

binding artistic style, the clearing-house of bourgeois liberalis1n relativized each 

individual artistic device as just one nteans an1ong nlany. Like the con1111odity 

forn1 upon which liberal society is based, these styles-all equally available and 

interchangcable-becan1e subject to the rule of universal equivalence. In this 

regard, Einstein considered the deterioration of cultural norn1s and lack of con1-

n1unity within liberal society to be a precondition for the stylistic pluralisn1 of 

the avant-garde. 4(' A "loosely knit fo1bric of paradoxical and contradictory ten

dencies inserted itself in the place of a unified culture,'' he observed (Fictions, 59). 

Thus, \¥hen Einstein denounced inodcr1llsn1 and the avant-garde in the 

1930s, bis attack was ain1ed not at any particular tech1llcal feature of these art

\¥orks (abstraction, £1cture, etc.) but at the loss of a coherent cultural n1atrix that 
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vvotild render these devices 111eaningful, the loss of a spontaneous correspon

dence beD.;vcen artistic style and social norn1s. As previous chapters of this book 

have shown how, after 1nodernisn1, artistic devices such as linear perspective and 

narrative portrayal no longer possessed the spontaneous, privileged relationship 

to the subjective categories of experience and structures of consciousness that 

they enjoyed in previous epochs. U11111oored fi_·on1 their cultural fundan1ent, such 

devices novv lacked a corresponding T/Veltanschauu11g, as Einstein noted, and were 

no longer current. The "endurance of rarn:vorksJ resides in a succession of inter

pretations that arc each current at their given 111on1ent. Herein lies the question 

of whether they can once again be niade 'current,' i.e. \:vhether they can be 

adapted to the present, to today's Anschauung. Ilut the old lartworkJ degenerates 

now into a phenon1enon that is inerely aesthetic" (Hlerke, 4:433). With their 

decon1n1issioning as cultural dispositifs, these teclullques were downgraded to 

n1ere aesthetic "style," "device," or "tncthod." Thus, in 1923 Shklovskii, like 

Einstein, connected the autonon1ization of aesthetic devices with processes of 

social transvaluation and its resulting existential disorientation: "Once there \¥as 

a top and a botton1, there \¥as tin1e, there was rnatter. I Now nothing is cer

tain. Method rules over all else in this world. I Method was devised by 1nan. 

I Method. I Method left hon1e and started living on its own. l· .. J In art, too, 

111ethod leads an independeut life. " 47 Under n1odernisn1, art gre\¥ defiant and self

willed, taking on a life of its ovvn and beconling thoroughly alien to its creators. 

Strictly speaking, there is no evolution within artistic inethod, Einstein 

argued, no linear developn1ent fi·on1 cave painting to photography, since the 

technical arsenal of devices has ren1ained fundan1entally the san1e since the dawn 

of art. Artistic devices do not then1selves change. What changes, rather, is the 

social forrn.ation tha~t activates particular artistic techniques at certain historical 

intervals a'hd ren1oves then1 fro111 cultural circulation at others. "We observe 

n1utations," Einstein vvrote in 1939, "although we still haven't ever found an 

explanation for why n1en becon1e bored, discard one heritage, one inventory of 

forn1s, and accept a different trend. Obviously niost of the titne the new trend 

is celebrated as an in1proven1ent; and yet we are hardly ntore advanced than the 

painters of Alta1nira. The only thing that has changed is attitude and intention 
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fHaltu11g und Absid1tJ" (Ttflerlee, 4:371). For the scholar of art, understanding this 

historical dynanllc required a n1ethodological reorientation fron1 forn1ahst anal

ysis to a sociology of art, a reorientation that was reflected in Einstein's ovvn 

turn in the 1930s toward art as a docun1ent of"collective social history" (T:Jlerke, 

4:354). To be sure, forn1alist analysis could provide a useful catalog of artis

tic strategies, but it could not locate these devices within the totality of cul

ture or explain the social interests that drove the syn1bolic territorialization of 

aesthetic for111. 

For Einstein, then, dravving forn1al contrasts bet"'.veen, say, abstraction and 

figuration vvas ultiinately irrelevant, or at least secondary, since the niore funda-

111ental question concerned the social n1otivation of these devices and whether 

these devices were organized in a style that vvas culturally binding and col

lective. Style, he insisted, \Vas a "111eta-artistic phenon1cnon," the authority of 

which transcends issues that vvere 111erely aesthetic in nature (Vflerke, 4:336). 

Recalling Shklovskii's observation fro111 chapter 1, vve are renllnded that tertns 

such as niodernis111 and realisn1 are just red herrings: "There is no such thing as 

nonobjective art. There is only n1otivated art or unn1otivated art." Thus, when 

texts such as Bebuquin II and The Fabrication <!,f Fictions call for a ne\v "n1ythical 

reahsn1," Einstein has in n1ind not a particular forn1 of figuration or specific 

strategy of narration, but the en1ergence of a general style that, by interlock

ing subjective categories of thought and objective structures of sensation in 

single epistenllc edifice, could overcon1e the liberal society's anonllc condition 

of "111asses without a collective culture" (l#rke, 4:319). Artistic style had in 

fact ahvays been closely intert\vined with the expression of collective identity. 

l)uring the era of the great nation-states in the nineteenth century, for ex

a1nple, the "search for style vvas identical with the desire for national identity. "·18 

Given the close connection between artistic style and n1echanis1ns of soci::tl 

belonging, it 1nakes sense that the deterioration of the nation-state to\vard the 

end of the century, followed by its con1plete ideological delegitin1ation in the 

First World War, would be reflected in the stylistic eclecticisn1 of 111odernisn1, 

an avovvedly 'internationalist' 111oven1ent. After the in1plosion of the nation

state paradign1, the search for style and aesthetic n1otivation-\vhich is to say, 
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the search for a new realis111-becan1e, for Einstein, an urgent political project, 

even if it \Vas unclear to hi111 vvlllch configuration of conununity-trade union, 

class, race, generation, fanllly, tribe, etc.-was robust enough to succeed the 

nation as the guarantor of collective identity. Tllls connection between style 

and co1nn1unity in fact reappears across the populist discourses of interwar real

isn1, fi·on1 the appeals to VolksUi1nlichleeit in Gern1an Popular Front circles to the 

consecration of HapoiJHocmb as one of the four conceptual pillars of socialist 

realis111 in Russia. 

MYTHICAL RRAJ.ISM AND TUE TRAMPI.ING (;RSTUR!i or 1-tEPRESF:NTATlON 

In his efforts to understand the new patterns of collective identity en1erging 

\Vithin niodern industrial society after the collapse of nationalist ideology, Ein

stein was increasingly dra\vn, as \Ve kno\v, to the 1nethods of anthropology, a 

discipline already fatniliar to hin1 fro1n his research on non-western art. Like his 

Docun1ents colleagues C~corges Bataille and Michel Leiris, vvho enlisted ethno

graphic inethods to analyze the collective 1nyths, sacred geographies, and tribal 

filiations operating just belovv the surface of proper bourgeois society;1') and like 

the British Mass Observationists, vvho founded a n1ove1nent of "ethnography 

at ho111e" in response to the 1936 abdication crisis of the "tribal leader" l{ing 

Edvvard VIII,50 Einstein turned to anthropology as a frarnework for developing 

a n1aterialist theory of culture. Thus, an intervie\V with the author about his 

recent work yielded the follovving report, \Vhich appeared in the Chicago 1Nbune 

in January 1931: "While 1naking his ethnological study of the African negro, 

Dr. Einstein conceived the idea of applying the satne scientific n1cthods to the 

Europcan-yvhite mai1, and an1ong several ne\v books he is at present engaged in 

\Vriting is ··an Ethnologie du Blanc, in \vhich he investigates, very seriously though 

perhaps a trifle sarcastically, the creation of 111yths, superstitions and erotic cus

to1ns an1ong the Europeans, treating then1 as if they \Vere an extinct race. " 51 The 

Ethnologie du Blanc n1entioncd in these lines \Vas none other than Bebuquin II, of 

course, a text that \Vas at once both an archaeological excavation of an "extinct 

race" and an autobiographical "nccrologue of the ego." 
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Einstein patterned his autobiography after the speech genre of n1yth. 

Beyond his general cnthusias111 for 'prinlltive' paradig1ns, there \Vere three con

crete reasons for his decision to follovv the n1odel of n1yth, one narratological, 

one tropological, and one textological. At the level of narrative design, n1yth 

observes a circular te1nporal structure that Einstein, following cubist pJ.rlance, 

called das Sf1nultanC. As he proposed in several of the outlines for Bebuquin II, his 

autobiography \vas to open \Vith a "cosn1ogony," vvhich is to say that the story 

would have no proper, discrete point of origin, no actual narrative beginning. 

As vve saw earlier, Einstein proposed that the protagonist of his autobiography 

co1ne into being not punctually, through the defining event of birth, but "per

haps through the 111etan1orphosis of son1eone else." Cos1nogonic n1yth sinlilarly 

con1plicates the conceptual category of origins, since it is neither within nor 

outside historical sequence, but is instead situated at the zero hour of ternporal

ity and spans the transition fron1 a cyclical state of eternal recurrence to linear, 

calendrical ti1ne. This cosn1ogonic paradig111 \Vas particularly in1portant for the 

author of autobiography, Einstein observed, because of its close approxirnation 

of the pri1nary processes of the Unconscious, which "take place in different 

and conflicting strata at the san1e tin1e, i.e. they forn1 a polyn1orphic sftnultanC" 

(Hlerkc, 3:325). 

Since Bebuq11in II \Vas never con1pleted, we can only speculate about ho\V 

Einstein envisioned depicting this "cos1nogonic" tin1c in the final work. None

theless, the last piece of prose that Einstein published, a 1930 "fragtnent of a 

novel" that belongs to the constellation of texts around Bebuqui11 II, offers us a 

clue. 52 The frag1nent in question cuhninates in a series of psychosexual tableaux 

focusing on Persephone, queen of the unde1world and daughter ofDetneter. It is 

a significant choice of conclusions, for the cosn1ogonic n1yth of Persephone con

cerns the advent of \¥oddly ti1ne as dictated by the solar cycle: as a consequence 

of Persephone's abduction, her n1other De1netcr divided the seasons and set in 

niotion historical ti1ne, establishing the basic rhythn1 of hu1nan labor. With one 

foot in the eternal tin1e of divine existence and the other in the linear tin1e of 

hun1an endeavor, the inyth spans two incon1patible conditions of experience. This 

conflicted ten1porality is visible in the I-lon1eric hyn1n that served as Einstein's 
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source, exen1plified in the scene where Den1eter hears the cry of Persephone as 

she is carried off by Hades: 53 

Against her will he seized her and on his golden chariot 

Carried her avvay as she wailed; and she raised a shrill cry. 

c-:alling upon father Kronides, the highest and the best 

The peaks of the rnountains and the depths of the sea resounded 

With her inunortal voice, and her 111ighty niother heard her. 

A sharp pain gripped her heart, and she tore 

The headband round her divine hair with her O\~rn hands. 

Fron1 both of her shoulders she cast do\vn her dark veil 

And rushed like a bird over the nourishing land and sea, 

Searching .. 

To the inodcrn reader, the n1ost puzzling aspect of this scene niust be the £1ct 

that De1neter already wears a black veil, a sign of grief, \Vhen she hears Perse

phone's cry. Paradoxically, she is in the process of rnourning her daughter's loss 

at the very 1non1cnt that she learns of Persephone's abduction, and casts down 

her veil in order to search for her. 5~ In this cos111ogonic tin1e events take place 

in a state of "drunken sin1ultaneity" (besq.ffene c;/eichzeitigkeit; f!Tlerke, 3:113), to 

use Einstein's phrase. 

"All tin1c flovvs in both directions-full of contradictions," Einstein once 

observed early in his career in 1908 ( VVerke, 4: 122). But if before, in a nega

tive inversi.on of the unidirectionality of realist novel, Einstein's inodernist texts 

insisted upon the\ rd-versibility of linear tin1e-an appropriation fron1 relativ

ity theory'·' popular in the 1nodernist literature of the early 1900s-Bebuqufn 11 

instead overlays ten1poral strata on top of one another in the 1nanner of ancient 

nlyth. In his autobiography, titne is distinguished not so 111uch by its reversibility 

as by its sin1ultaneity. The narrative con1plexes in the text depict several phases 

of action at once, giving rise to vvhat Einstein called, in an analysis of Hes

iodic n1yth, ."polyn1orphic cvent-ensen1bles" ( M/erke, 3:273). For Einstein, the 
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objective here was not, as before, to cancel out the unidirectional linear design 

of the realist text through a deterrninate te1nporal inversion, but to repeat and 

reinscribc the individual episodes of his life, each ti111e \Vith a ne\v variation, giv

ing rise to a si111ulta11C that 1nuddled the causal schen1es of tin1e-based narrative. 

The author's staud-i11 Bcb is inurdered as a child, for exarnple, only to con111llt 

suicide later in life. At the text's syntactical level, Einstein de1nanded that the 

"concatenation of \Vords 1nust fi.1se together contrasting tcn1poral strata" ( f:f!{;rkc, 

4:163). Needless to say, this cosn1ogonic circularity con1plicated the task of the 

storyteller i111rnensely, \Vho had no place to begin his narrative. So rather than 

open his autobiography with a punctual and distinct beginning, Einstein instead 

began with a 111eta111orphosis, titling the first chapter "'The Second Conllng and 

Reincarnation" (Einstein Arclllve, 7). "The end overtakes the beginning," he 

wrote in 1930 ( l/Verkc, 3:94). As a result of this scra1nbling of the ten1poral prior

ity of events, it beco111es unclear to the reader at n1on1ents in the text vvhether 

Einstein is writing, for exan1ple, of his youth in Karlsruhe in the 1890s or of his 

recent exile in Paris in the 1930s. As if to syn1bohze this suspension of linear 

titne through a concrete n1otif, Einstein writes into Bebuqui11 II a scene depicting 

the destruction of a watch-not once, but three tin1es. It is \Vhat Einstein called 

a "vacation fion1 causality" (Hlerke, 3:232). 

The circularity of Einstein's text reflects a structural law of the auto

biographical anan1nesis, wlllch, strictly speaking, can never have ;1 precise and 

localizable origin. Within an autobiographical account, the beginning is ahvays 

receding frorn sight, since the author's own birth is a vanishing point that can 

never be recalled and, by its very nature, is excluded fro1n depiction. As the 

autobiographer conies closer to her origin, subjectivity falters, and the per

spective becon1es n1ore eccentric and exterior. Like a bending hyperbola, the 

narrative line traced backward is diverted outward as it approaches the earliest 

years of life, which are available only secondhand, through narratives offered 

by relatives or docun1entary records such as photographs. At the very point of 

psychogenetic origin, therefore, \Ve encounter an enign1atic absence of sclfhood, 

a purely passive object that can be knovvn only obliquely, in the third person. 

Thus, like 111yth, autobiographical inquiry forecloses the possibility of narrative 
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beginnings, and is consequently forced to repetition and circularity. And it is the 

san1e at the other narrative pole of autobiography, \vhere the hyperbola bends 

outward yet again, this tin1e away fi.-on1 a conclusive ending. Autobiographies are 

pe1force unfinishable, Philippe Lejeune writes, since concluding such an account 

\vould in effect require docun1enting one's own death. 5
·
0 Dy the very logic of 

his inquiry, then, the autobiographer-a "non-novelist," Einstein insisted (ein 

Nicl1tro111a11cicr)5"-is de1lled two of the 1nost basic ele1nents of narrative forn1, a 

beginning and an end. As a result, autobiographies arc necessarily cyclon1ythic 

by design, and cannot partake of the linear plotted structure of the novel. 

The san1c patterns of contradiction and excess that \Vere realized in narra

tive tern1s through the devices of tcn1poral synchrony and circularity appear as 

\Vell in the text's tropological systen1, where Einstein superin1poses figures one 

upon the other to create what he called, in his study of Braque, a "si111ultanC of 

rationally discrepant figural signs" (VVer!ee, 3:325). Searching for vvays to 111iti

gate the ineluctable linearity of verbal language, Einstein tnadc extensive use of 

poetry, \vhich, as is well kno\vn, privileges the 1netaphoric i111agc (paradigrnatic 

axis) over narrative rnetonyrny (syntag111atic axis).-07 In the roughly thirty poen1s 

that were integrated into this "lyrical novel," as he occasionally called his auto

biography, Einstein took full advantage of the cotnbinatory potential of the 

c;ern1an language, connecting substantives to one another to forn1 bizarre and 

internally contradictory con1pound nouns that seen1, in tnany cases, to describe 

events rather than objects: Fr11chtgefijfe ("fi:uit-kill"), Gcnitalicn1nceting ("genital

n1eeting"), Schcibe11tri:ibu11g ("pane-clouding"). With \Vords such as these Ein

stein gives an irnpression of spatial sitnultaneity that is otherwise available only 

the visual .arts. Indeed, he discovered si111ilar strategics of tctnporal co1npression 

in the late1: etchings·\ ofDraque, especially his illustrations ofHesiodjc niyths such 

as Thernis'·'a11d F-Iera: "These figures arc pure condensations," Einstein observed, 

in which "an ensen1ble or a siluultanf of 1nythical con1plexes arc collected in 

a single figure that breaks through rational conventions of figuration" (T/T:frkc, 

3:325). Appropriating this n1cthod for Bcbuquin II, Einstein reinscribes again 

and again scenes and figures that arc sin1ilar, although never pe1fectly identical, 

and in the process of replaying thc1n undcr111jnes the reader's certainty \Vhethcr 
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the second appearance is an iteration at all or if it instead con1prises an entirely 

different scene. 

The tropological overinscription of Bebuq11i11 11 establishes a network of 

correspondences linking characters to one another in a continuous play of like

ness and difference that blurs the contours scpar;1ting individual figures. But it is 

not just the distinct identities of the figures that is erased through these rolling 

n1eta1norphoses. The repetition also suspends the basic distinction between char

acter and setting, since, with each transfor1natio11, the character is cn1bedded into 

additional fields of association, incorporating ne\V attributes and objects into the 

figure. For this reason, the spatial setting of Bebuquin II \Vas i1111nensely in1portant 

for Einstein, \Vho drafted several key sections of the book under the heading 

"Landscape." No nlere background for the story, these topographic inventories 

served as hieroglyphs of Bebuquin ll's characters and, at n1any n1on1ents in the 

text, even displace the actors then1selves. Tin1e and narrative event becon1e 

absorbed into space, rendering "all phases fron1 prehistory to a visionary future 

in a single landscape" (Einstein Archive, 7). By depicting "li]ndividuals e.g. as 

landscape," and, conversely, "objects and trees and rivers as actants," as Einstein 

proposed in one vvorking note for the project (Einstein Archive, 10), Bebuquin II 

would sabotage the conceit of integral personhood upon which traditional nar

rative was based. Within the context of an autobiography, inoreover, this dissolu

tion of narrative character into landscape takes on a nlore profound aspect, since 

the character being dissolved is none other than the author hin1self. The geo-

logical self-portraits of Bebuquin 11 reflected Einstein's "desire. to sink back 

into a nlineral existence" (Einstein Arcliive, 18). With reference to the fan1ous 

essay by Roger Caillois, Einstein's autobiography could thus be described as a 

"psychaesthenic" narrative, a story that assiniilates its author into a surrounding 

setting con1posed of 1nineral forn1ations, landscapes, and architectural spaces. 

This spatialization of character was an appropriate device for a necrologue of the 

ego, since, as Einstein wrote in Doa11ne11ts, "exteriority of a landscape signifies 

the destruction of the self" (Hlerke, 3:41). 

Like Braque's etchings, in which the addition of each new line threatens 

to throw the entire co1nposition into a state of delineation, Einstein's repetition 
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of figures in Bebuquin II ulti1nately leads to a state of disfiguration. "Tin1e is 

a111assed over the course of reading," he explained in his letter to I{ahn\veiler: 

tin1e "functions as differentiation. Which ineans no repetition of events" (Mierke, 

4:161). Anticipating IJeleuze's analysis fro1n D{ffere11ce and Repetition, vvhich, as 

\'Ve sa\v in the introduction, describes iteration as a challenge to the :fi.."{ity of con

ceptual identity and an event that uru11oors the grid of representation, Einstein 

explains in his letter that pe1fect forn1~1l identity does not in fact exist, since the 

repetition of forn1s leads to the perception of difference, not of san1eness. Within 

Bcbuquin II, the process of reinscription opposes the vvork of realist representa

tion by destabilizing the contours of the figures and draining then1 of their viv

idness. Through continuous repetition and transfor1nation, Einstein 111obilizes 

representation against itself, troping its figures into a state of oblivion and con

ceptual nonidentity, a state of sen1iotic collapse fron1 which it becon1es possible 

to break through the nu1en1onic screen of signs into an authentic perception of 

the world. "The only n1eans to grasp the living lisJ through an acceleration of 

1ncta1norphoses,"he observed. 58 It is precisely because he erases nothing fi·o111 his 

autobiography that the cun1ulative effect of these 111etan1orphoses is, paradoxi

cally, that of erasure. "Ultin1ately every excessive addition to 1nen1ory triggers an 

auton1atic forgetting" (T/Verke, 3:277). This convergence of overinscription and 

oblivion, of archiving ;1nd expunging, \Vas a n1echanisn1 that, inoreover, Einstein 

clain1ed to discern everywhere in intcrwar European culture, which, in a kind 

of autoin1111une reaction to "civilization overload" ( VJ!erke, 3:303) and being 

"historified to death" (tOdlich /JCl}]Cschichtet; Fictions, 140), had begun to delete its 

O\Vll record and return to a state of prin1itive in-der- Hlelt-sein. 59 

Thus, as Einstein \Vrote to l{ahn\veiler, reading is not sin1ply a process 

of accunu;ilation," slnce at the san1e tin1e it also entails a "corollary forget

ting or ,~earing out ofV1rhat has already been read" (ltflerke, 4:161). To read, 

in other \Vords, is also to overwrite. This is a process that de Man charac

terized as a "tran1pling gesture," a gesture that underniines the faithfulness of 

n1en1ory and that subverts the pri111ary violence of figuration. ~Ihe repetition 

of tropes, he explained, "enacts the necessary recurrence of the i1iitial violence 

r of positing a figure']: a figure of thought, the very light of cognition, obliterates 
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thought .... Each of the episodes forgets the knovvledge achieved by the forget

ting that precedes it. . . The repetitive er,1sures by which language perforn1s the 

erasure of its own positions can be called disfiguration." The end result of this 

reinscription is "the for1n of a pscudo-kno\vlcdge vvhich is called forgetting. "W 

Figuration \Vorks the sa1nc \Vay in Behuquin II: first in an act of positing and 

then in an act of "corollary forgetting," first as inscription and then as "wear

ing out." Herc Einstein reveals just how fragile is the tropological econo1ny of 

nlln1etic realistn, vvhich requires figuration in order to produce the illusion of 

verisinlllitude, but \Vhich can tolerate only so n1uch figuration before it lapses 

into irreality. 

Neither properly 1nodernist nor realist, the strategies of figuration found 

in Beb11quin II arc instead closer to a poetics of the grotesque, a n1cthod in \Vhich, 

as Einstein explained in '1926, a "closed figure" is opened up, "cleaved apart by 

contrasts" (ko11trastiercnd zerspaltcn) and n1ade nonidentical \Vith itself (TIJ!erke, 

4:171). Although Einstein's vvor(h here inay appear to invoke the strategics of 

aesthetic fiag1nentation used by inoder1llst authors such as Mallarn1C, the fig

ural delllscence that \Ve find in the grotesque is in £Let utterly initnical to the 

niodcrnist fi_.agn1ent, vvhich \Vorks by invoking an absent aesthetic totality in the 

reader's nllnd and thus, in the end, exercising the faculty of the inLagination. To 

the contrary, the grotesque's su1feit of figuration overvvhchns and paralyzes the 

in1agination. This vvas why Benjanlln contrasted the excess of the grotesque \Vith 

the subtractive povvers of the in1agination in a short note of 1921. He observed 

there that "genuine i1nagination is uncoustructive, purely de-forn1ative [rein 

entsfalfe11dJ-or (fron1 the standpoint of the subject) purely negative" (Schrjften, 

6:115; f!Tlrifinxs, 1:280). It "creates no new nature," he continued. "Pure in1agi

nation, therefore, is not an inventive power" (Schriften, 6:117; f1Vritin,_1Zs, 1 :282). 

By contrast, the grotesque "does not de-forn1 [entstaltct] in ;1 destructive fashion 

but destructively over-forn1s [iiberstaltetl," Benja111i11 proposed (Schrjften, 6:115; 

T1Vritings, 1 :280). The distinction that Benjanlln dra\vs here niaps onto the transi

tion, vvithin Einstein's vvork, fro111 Beb11qui11 to J3eln1qui11 II, a transition in which 

Entstaltuns bccon1es [)berstaltung and the negations of the i1nagination give \vay 

to the accurnulations of the grotesque. 
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Again and again in the art and literature of the interwar period we 

encounter this san1c "tranLpling gesture" of representation, this san1e process 

of Oberstaltung. Tf n1odcrnisrn interrogated n1i1nesis through calculated sensory 

i111poverishn1ent and episten1ological critique, inter\var art, by contrast, super

charged nlln1esis, as it vvere, but in ways that \:Vere no less ininiical to the tra

ditional realist enterprise. Whether in the eclectic rniscellany of characters that 

populate its novels, in the n1otivic ju1nble of late-synthetic cubisn1, or, as vve 

will soon see, in the "overcoding" of Heartfield's photon1ontages, the art of 

this period aspired not to strip down reality but to outstrip it. All of the phrases 

that circulate around socialist rcalisrn, for exan1ple-"Life has becon1e better, 

cornrades, life has becon1e niorc joyous" or "1nore alive than the living"-re

flect an extravagant, techtllcolor, hypersaturated art that strives to be n1ore "real" 

than reality itself. 1
.i If, according to Arno Holz, the forn1ula for art in 'I 891 v,ras 

art = nat11re - x, the forrnula in '[ 930 would now read art = nature + x, as the 

author Alfi.--ed DOblin p1uposed in a talk on Holz and the "new naturalis1n. "~2 

Through strategies of repetition Einstein cultivated a forn1 of represen

tation that disn1antles the prin1ary opposition between sensation and se111io

sis upon wlllch n1odernisn1 and realisn1 \Vere both equally based. As de Man 

noted, the process of figural rcinscription "does not fit within the syn1n1etri

cal structure of presence and absence,"6
J a structure that, as we have already 

seen, \Vas fundan1ental to the Sartrean opposition between perception and 

i1nagining. But, far n1orc than Sartre, the nan1e that 111ust be tnentioned here 

is that of Ferdinand de Saussure, vvhose structuralist doctrine can be read as 

the poetological breviary of the n1odernist project, whether in the visual or 

the verbal arts: just as analytic cubisn1 illustrates perfectly the structuralist 

n1odel ofsignifici"ttfon in painting,6+ the vvork of Mallarn1e, the great poet of 

the Nfanl, provides a consunnnate literary exan1ple of Saussurian doctrine, 

which defined the sign negatively; as a purely relational unit whose n1eaning 

is predicated on its difference fi·o1n other signs in the san1e systeni. As Ein

stein points out, tllls apophatic structure of knovvledge ineans that experience 

and cognition can never coincide. "We n1oderns ;ire inaniacs of distinction 

[111a11iake11 der u11tcrscl1cidungl," he \¥rote with disgust (f!f:'t>rke, 4: 234). Indeed, 
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Einstein's endless tirades against the i1nagination and negative n1odernisr11 read 

like attacks on the n1odel of consciousness posited by structural linguistics, in 

vvhich the "prison-house of language," to use Jan1eson's apt phrase, precludes 

the possibility of a prin1ary encounter with reality or history: "Arrested con

cepts give rise to nloribund contrasts," he writes, "which is ho\v language hurls 

us into a niuch 111ore intense existential conflict; like iinages, vvords intensify 

conflict (dialectics). Thus the dialectics of being are intensified conceptually 

through linguistic expression and gran1111atical contrasts that cannot be recon

ciled. On the other hand, with its n1cchanis1ns, language degrades us into speak

ing n1achines, just like the 1nechanicity of ideas that is reflected in philosophy" 

(Einstein Archive, 12). Against the 111odernist "n1ania" for structural distinction, 

Einstein argued that the real world lacks this gran1111ar of contrasts: in actuality 

there arc no binary oppositions, "there arc only transitions [O-bc1gii11J:eJ" (Einstein 

Archive, 12). 

The repeated operation of inscription that is evident in the in1agery of 

Bebuqui11 II can also be observed also at the textological level of Einstein's work, 

\¥here we discover another "tran1pling" of representation. Here again he draws 

inspiration fi·on1 the speech genre of n1yth, \Vhich lacks a point of origin. An 

inherently collective textual forn1 that is attributable to no particular author, 

111yth en1erges as if through an c1nanation of the co1nn1unal psyche. As a result, 

it is not ratified by the "author function" that, as Foucault showed, has served 

in the inodern era to secure the n1caning of the text by li1niting the "dangerous 

proliferation of signification. "65 Indeed, proliferating is son1ething that niyth 

does extren1ely \Veil. As its passes fi·on1 nlouth to n1outh and across genera

tions, 111yth adapts \Vith each new for111ulation to the exigencies of the present, 

a fact that 111akes it at once both tin1eless and utterly conte1nporary. Dy nature 

textually pron1iscuous, its protean and robust archetypes-"floating signifiers," 

as Levi-Strauss called thc11166-resurface in all sorts of collective representations 

fron1 folk tales to urban legends. It \Vas precisely for this reason that Andre Jolles, 

vvith reference to n1yth's second-hand nature, translated pD8oc; as "transrnitted 

narrative" ("i.ibcdicfcrtc ErzJhlung") in his Basic r·on11s of 1930.''7 These trans

nllssions have neither author nor Ur-text, and thus th\vart atten1pts to prioritize 
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any single version of the text as the original. The textological puzzle that results 

is excn1plified by Franz Kafka's treatn1cnt of the Pro1netheus n1yth in the early 

1920s, which recounts four different and 1nutually incon1patible accounts of the 

''fitan 's exploits and produces through their juxtaposition the kind of exegetical 

surplus-the "dangerous proliferation of signification"-for which his work is 

so fa111ous. Like Bebuq11in II, \vhich, in a single stroke, both retold and erased 

its predecessor Behuq11in, l{afka's trcat1nent of n1yth rnakes clear that the act of 

narrative transrnission invariably entails not just retelling previous versions of the 

story but also n1odifying and thus untelling thetn in the very act of narration. 

In addition to its inherent collectivencss, 1nyth also appealed to Einstein 

because of its peculiar cognitive structure, a structure that the philosopher Fried

rich Schelling called "tautegorical." Myth, Schelling \¥rote, "has as its object that 

of which one can only say that it is. "''K Since sign and concept arc inseparable, 

indeed identical, in rnythical speech, its contents cannot be assin1ilated to codes 

and nl.eanings external to it. It contains no abstract niessage, but is instead valid 

only in and for itself In this regard the tautegory of nlyth differs essentially fi·on1 

allegory, a 111ode of interpretation that is exen1plified in the Bible, whose bipar

tite structure sets up a closed circuit of prefiguration and fulfilln1e11t, and vvhich 

generates nicaning by eliding the discrepancies bet\vecn the individual narratives 

of the ()Jd and Ne\v Tcstan1ents. In the narrative syllcpsis of allegory, all diver

gences are reconciled \Vithin a third inaster plot. By contrast, n1yths cannot be 

resolved vvith one another to produce a definitive and final version, but can only 

be described in their ovvn tern1s. There is no n1astcr narrative behind l{afka's 

four renditions of Pron1etheus's story, only a continuous play of sitnilarity that 

connects the texts laterally. According to San1uel C~oleridge, whose thought 

about inyth, develop~d in close exchange \vith Schelling, allegory thus expresses 

"a differcnf subject but with a rese111blance," vvhereas tautegory expresses "the 

san1e subject but \Vi th a difference. "69 

Given its tautegorical structure, all atte1npts to divest n1yth of contradic

tion, difference, and inconsistency-all efforts, in other \Vords, to convert n1ythos 

into logos-arc funda111entally rnisguided, because they n1isconstrue the function 

of nlyth, whose purpose is not to be universal and abstract (in the 1nanner of 
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conceptual logic), but to be constructive and useful. "Through its syntactical and 

se111antic organization," the anthropologist Jean-Pierre Vernant observed, "the 

language en1ployed by n1yth in itself represents a \Vay of arranging reality, a kind 

of classification and setting in order of the \vorld, a prelin1inary logical arrangc-

111cnt, in su111 ;1n instrurncnt of thought. "70 In this regard, the n1ythical sign fol

lovvs a n1odc of thinking that is fundan1entally dissiniilar fron1 that of inodcrn 

rationalisni. Instead of operating vertically, connecting inatcrial sign to abstract 

concept, tautcgory operates laterally, linking signs to other signs in a nctv,rork of 

sin1ilitude. It was a 1node of thought that LCvy-Bruhl fan1ously characterized as 

prClo;.:ique, and that he juxtaposed to conceptual abstraction: "Prelogical nientality 

is essentially synthetic. By this I nican that the syntheses \vhich co111pose it do 

not in1ply previous analyses of which the result has been registered in definite 

concepts, as is the case vvith those in vvhich logical thought operates. In other 

vvords, the connecting-links of the representations arc given, as a rule, vvith the 

representations thernselves. "71 

Picking up on Lfvy-Bruhl's account, Einstein argued for the utter con

ten1poraneity of inythical thinking in society today: "there exists not only the 

prC!o<i]ique which governed rnan before his hypertrophic rationalization; there 

also exists a postfogique that swells with the dan1nling of forgotten forces" (VT/erke, 

3:308). Despite belonging to opposite poles on the hierarchy of cultural evolu

tion, these two systen1s of thought \Vere, for Einstein, indistinguishable. "In this 

way t\VO opposed phases bear an astonishing rese111blance to one another," he 

observed about the curious convergence betvveen the earliest configurations of 

hun1an society and the n1ost advanced technical civilization (Fictions, 111). Like 

the prffogique of the "early prin1itive," the postfogique of the "late pri1nitive" tends 

to\vard a synthetic niode of signification that is funda1nentally inin1ical to the 

structurallst sign, \Vith its analytic syste1n based on contrast, distinction, and criti

cal reason. Indeed, as we will see in the next chapter, this apparently pre1nodern 

n1ode of signification, which privileges lateral patterns of siniilitude over verti

cal relations of reference, is in fact the sign-structure that conies to donllnatc 

systen1s of representation at the nio1nent of historical transition into spectacle 

society during the 1920s. 
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To be sure, there v,rerc also concrete political exigencies that precipitated 

Einstein's turn to 1nythical thinking in the 1920s and '30s. Confi·onted \Vith the 

successes of fascist political fonnations across Europe, artists of the Left-those 

"heroes of critique and d\varves of vvill" -\Vere forced to reconsider their a po

p ha tic n1ethods, since, as \Vas beconllng increasingly clear, this one-sided alle

giance to the negative had ceded povve1ful resources to politically reactionary 

groups. Critique, it see1ned, \Vas incapable of a1lln1ating the hearts ofhun1a1llty 

as n1yth can. 72 Recognizing that leftist art had been too slow in inobilizing the 

forces of fantasy and libido, voices vvithin the Popular Front such as Ernst Bloch 

insisted that n1ythical sche111es should not sirnply be disnllssed as regressive and 

irrational pri1nitivisn1s, for these collective utterances potentially also contained 

blueprints for ne\V social configurations, even if their utopi;1n wish-contents 

\Vere often articulated in distorted idio111s. Myth "does not belong to the order of 

co111prehensio11, as the sign does, but rather to that of affectivity ;1nd desire," noted 

Vernant.73 It \\ras for dlis reason that Einstein dcetncd 111yth to be 111ore viable a 

platforn1 for revolutionary activity than the negations of aesthetic 111odernisrn. 

"Only a positive doctrine that provides a clear goal can lead to revolution 

([can l engender actions, since actions arc dctertnined by their end)" (Fictions, 

33). Although niodernisrn's critical project 111ay once have served a progressive 

political agenda, this art's negations had devolved into contentless and reactive 

Cpater la bou1geoisie tactics, vvhcn it needed instead to be fon1enting revolution. 

The final lines of The Fabrication <if Fictions thus proclai1n that the task of art is 

not "to reject reality, but to recreate it collectively. Art will once again have place 

in this project if it participates hu1nbly in the production of a ne\¥ reality" (327). 

In its rene\vcd concern \Vith the affective di1nension of revolutionary 

art, Einste~n's prdgJ'.an1 of "n1ythical realisn1" aligned with the objectives of 

socialist re"alisn1, even jf its author never accepted the forn1alization of social

ist realisn1 as acadcn1ic neoclassicis1n, \vhich he derided as an "cn1barrassing" 

"con1cdy of revenants" (Fictions, 91, 254). 74 Indeed, one of the sources for the 

socialist realist progra1n had been the so-called philosophy of god-building 

(602ocn1poun1eJ1bcn1eo), proposed already decades before by Maxiin Gorky 

and Lunacharsky in an effort to breathe life into the rarefied philosophical 
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abstractions of dialectical critique. Founded not upon the pro111ise of salvation in 

the hereafter but upon hun1anist values to be realized within the living rituals of 

an ethical con1111unity, this antitranscendental religion included a n1ythological 

pantheon of en1bodied socialist values. In contrast to Lenin, an inveterate dis

ciple of the dialectic who, in his faithfulness to the Bilderverbot of Marxist theory, 

esche\ved positive figurations of socialist utopia and instead n1easured objective 

political progress only in negative tern1s (e.g. as the atrophying of the state appa

ratus), Gorky and Lunacharsky sought to provide concrete representations of the 

society to conic. 75 And so, just as Schelling had once chan1pioned the foundational 

tautology of niyth as an alternative to 1-Iegel's apophatic niethod, whose niarch 

to truth and certitude proceeds along the path of logical negation, these early 

architects of socialist realisn1 established rnythical figuration as a cornerstone of a 

positive revolutionary philosophy. 76 Even if Lenin nianaged officially to eradicate 

god-building fl-0111 the Ilolshevik agenda, this secularized theology nonetheless 

returned after his death in the "positive heroes" (110J1o:J1cun1eJlblfbte JllOOu) of the 

socialist realist pantheon77 and in the in1portance that this art places on highly 

ritualized behaviors.78 Indeed, nlythological tautegory is at the very core of the 

socialist realist project, \Vhose pageant of fatuous ideologe111es, e111pty slogans, and 

forn1ulaic epithets is closely related to the forn1s of phatic speech found in reli

gious ritual. Such "floating signifiers" n1ay be the "disability of all finite thought," 

Levi-Strauss explained, but, as sites of collective libidinal investn1ent, they are 

also "the surety of all art, all poetry, every n1ythic and aesthetic invention. "7'J 

In an atten1pt to uncover these con1111unal sites, Einstein en1barked on an 

Eth11olo,i]ie du Blanc, a personal autobiography that \Vas at the sa111e titne a collec

tive psychornythography. As he proceeded to inventory the contents of rnen1ory, 

peeling away its sedin1ented layers one by one, he discovered that he vvas \¥riting 

not a personal rnen1oir but a "novel about a generation or an epoch" (as he once 

characterized Bebuqui11 II). 80 (~onfirnling in this \vay the structural la\¥ of auto

biographical inquiry, whose vantage, as we savv earlier, is paradoxically deflected 

outward as it progresses into the deeper recesses of the individual psyche, Ein

stein descended into a world n1ade ofJolles's "transn1itted speech," a \vorld of 

authorless cliches and secondhand utterances. In the course of \¥riting, Einstein 
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again and again likened hi111self to a phonographic record, a inechanical n1ediu111 

for an inauthentic language \¥hose origin lies else\vhere. Speech is not e:;-._11ressive 

in Bebuqui11 II, but is rather a kind of haunting, a dispatch fron1 the preceding 

generations novv long dead. Beb becon1es a "phonograph for spirits, a haunted 

house, a passageway for spirits," Einstein wrote (Einstein Archive, 48). Like the 

other "lifetitne prisoners of a phonographic society that has long been bank

rupt," Deb is but an echo of voices that preceded his entry into subjectivity and 

selfhood (vJ!erke, 3:114). 

This reliance on the prefabricated schen1es of n1yth connects Einstein's 

"necrologue of the ego" to another autobiographical project undertaken in the 

rnid-1930s, Michel Leiris's 1\!Ianhood. Like Bebuquin 11, Leiris's book effaces the 

"authentic" author of autobiography, replacing hin1 vvith a subject whose behav

ior is rigorously sche111atized and \Vhosc language is likewise fashioned out of 

readyn1ade phrases. Frorn its very first lines, vvhich initiate a cold and radically 

unfeeling inspection of Leiris, 1\1[anhood seeks to repatriate the 111ost inti1nate 

contents of his psyche to a presubjectivc condition of reified exteriority. Echoing 

Einstein's "desire to sink back into a nliner;1l existence," Leiris thus char-

acterized l\!fanhood as a "syrnbohc attetnpt at nllneralization. "81 Tllis petrifica

tion of the self conu11ences with an exposition of a set of n1ythological then1es, 

"the fran1e-or the fiagn1ents of a fran1e-\vitllin which everything else has 

been set. "82 A series of rigid, irnpersonal postures, these archetypes establish the 

ineluctable course that Ills life 111ust take. Everything that follows upon the111 

unfolds as if prophesied. So, for exan1ple, when Leiris falls in love, his object 

choice has already been anticipated, indeed exhaustively diagranuned, by the 

111ythical figure of Judith. Whether in his childhood infatuation \Vi th "Tante 

Lise," in thir first addlt love that he experiences for his "initiatrix" K.ay, or in his 

later obsess'ions with certain prostitutes, Leiris, "throat cut" and "penis inflan1ed," 

is always destined to play l{olofernes to their Judiths. 

Such "classical then1es," as Leiris c;11led these archetypes, are standard 

tropes in the figurative idion1 of the return to order. But if critics of inte1-vvar 

art have hastily condenmed these revenants as regressive nostalgia, as the pri111i

tivizing reaction of a technical civilization longing to recover son1e authentic 
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n1ode of existence, the neoclassicis1n that \Ve find in J\!la11hood, by contrast, is 

neither authentic nor originary but profoundly cliched and counte1feit. Leiris 

transforn1s the archetypes of antiquity into a 1norbid statuary. "Marble attracts 

n1e by its glacial ten1perature and its rigidity," he \Vrote. "I actually in1agine 

inyself stretched out on a slab (whose coldness I feel against niy skin) or bound 

to a colun1n. So1netin1es it see1ns to 1ne I could forn1ulate n1y desire by saying I 

lusted after a body 'cold and hard as a Ron1an building. '"fLl These antique then1es 

provided Leiris no vitality. A devotee of Baroque theater, he staged his neoclas

sical statuary as a Racinian play of frozen tableaux that \Vere propped up by 

1nechanical reproductions and secondhand fictions. Leiris's deepest, n1ost per

sonal desire, he confessed, is to live alongside a tron1pe-l'oeil vvife in a tron1pe

l'oeil house with a tron1pe-l'oeil log that burns in a tro1npe-l'oeil fireplace.s~ 

In this regard, the 1nytbs and classical then1es that populate Leiris's psyche 

are no different than the debased industrial conunodities that play a central role 

in structuring the desire of the Western subject. And these too appear at the 

beginning of the text, vvhere they are cathected by the young Michel in the 

n1anner of tribal fetishes, at once both collective and public but also deeply 

personal and secret. Fron1 the heraldic en1blen1 that brands the stove La Radieuse 

to the hypnotic itnage of a rajah taken fion1 a popular illustrated tnagazinc, his 

£1ntasy life is pieced together fro1n inass-produced articles "as a sort of photo

n1ontage," the author proposes. 85 These nntndane con1n1odities are objects of 

intense psychic investtnent, sites of what Leiris fa1nously identified as "the sacred 

in everyday life. "86 In the sa1ne vvay that his ro1nantic pursuits \vill recapitulate 

the story of Judith and Holofernes, his understanding of infinity-one of the 

deepest inetaphysical enig111as of his being-vvas already prefigured by a ])utch 

cocoa tin that sat on his childhood breakfast table and featured on its label a 

picture of the san1e cocoa tin, and on the label of that tin yet another tin, and 

so on, in infinite regress.H7 The n1atrix of individual con1port1nent and even of 

the structures of thought itself confonn to the contours established by industrial 

con1n1odities and the idion1 of advertising, which, as the basic units and language 

in the collective 1nythology of the inodern \Vorld, provide the prelinllnary archi

tecture for young Michel's developing ego. 
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Thus, in Manhood, as in Bebuquin II, the author's archeological quest to 

discover his O\Vn unique point of origin yields only an exhibit of artifacts and 

ideologen1es that predated his arrival in the world. For both writers, this venture 

to recover the collective contents of the individual psyche would become an 

ongoing process, intern1inable like the psychoanalysis that first pron1pted Leiris 

to write Manhood. Both projects in fact set their authors on a course of endless 

self-auditing-and self-erasure-that ended only with their respective deaths. 

In the case of Bebuquin II this enterprise was cut off by its author's suicide in 

1940 as he was :fleeing the Nazis, but for Leiris the process of autobiographical 

inventorying continued for another fifty years. Tellingly, the next volun1e that 

Leiris would publish after A!f.anhood bore the title B{ffures, a vvord that Jneans 

both "scratches" and "erasures" and that, in an echo of Behuquin Ifs poetics of 

Oberstaltung, or "ove1formation," suggests the dual process of writing on top of 

an existing record while simultaneously crossing out, canceling, the previous 

installn1ent through the very act of reinscription. 

Einstein and Leiris's discovery that autobiography does not recount a per

sonal story, but, to the contrary, disintegrates into a collective narrative recalls 

the position of the philosopher Georg Misch, whose introduction to the epochal 

eight-volume History ef Autobiography (1907-1969) quotes Dilthey's observation 

that, "[a]s a species, man dissolves into the process ofhistory."88 Approaching his 

origin, the author of Bebuquin 11 begins to blend psychaesthenically into the sur

rounding environn1ent and events of the society fl-om which he en1erged. "I will 

beco1ne this epoch, these people," he wrote of the project (Einstein Archive, 4). 

Einstein depicts this dissolution into the collective process ofhisto1y through the 

endless chains of inetamorphosis that continuously modify his character's con

tours. He writes, for'exa1nple, of the "n1anycreaturedmanydestiniedn1anysexed 

body of little Laurenz" (Einstein Archive, 19), an open creature who n1crges 

with the figure of Lissi in a blur of"transvestisn1" and "hermaphroditisn1" (Ein

stein Archive, 4). Together these human transfor1ners discover an eroticis1n that 

exceeds the sexual encounter, an ecstatic transport inade possible by the innate 

plasticity and indeternlinateness of the hun1an forn1. Whereas all other organ

is1n~ on this planet are confined to a closed anaton1y that is alterable only by the 
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slovv hand of evolution, humans "are able to sprout like plants or be inert like 

nllnerals, to radiate like stars or extinguish like n1oons. Which is to say that n1an 

is the acrobat of the \vorldly states that en1anate from hin1 .... n1.an is the play of 

ceaseless 1netan1orphoses that cn1.erges in drean1s" (Werke, 5:268). 

Einstein borrowed this notion of the hun1an as a structurally open, unde

fined being fi·o1n conte1nporary biology, which, as we have already seen, also 

inforn1-ed the constructivist paradigms of philosophical anthropology. If ani1nal 

species dissolve into the process of n1orphological evolution, n1an, by contrast, 

dissolves into the process of history, as Dilthey observed. "[D]estabilized by 

the basic discoveries of biology" (Mlerke, 5:158) and recent scientific "efforts 

to alter and modify man" (VVerke, 3:579), the classical hun1anist iinage of the 

body as closed, universal and timeless had been definitively overturned, Ein

stein argued. Once a being with a fixed essence, man "was no longer [ anJ 

image of order, no longer a stable model, but a bundle of processes" (T#rke, 

5:163) and an "an aggregate of functional relations" (VVerke, 5:158). With 

the deterritorialization of nian's image, the hu111an body went fi-0111 being a 

fixed substance to being a "passage" ( r.verke, 3:339), from a hierarclllcally orga

nized and integral totality into a historical "hodge-podge" of disparate parts 

(Einstein Archive, 19). Here too Einstein discerned a rese1nblance betvveen 

advanced industrial civilization and prin1-itive cultures, \Vho also viewed the 

human form as a tentative project. Like his distant ancestors, conte111porary 

man "does not believe in the constancy of his body," he wrote (Werke, 3:338). 

The only difference, he continued, is that printitive inan dissolves the indi

vidual body through totemic identification and ritual magic, whereas n1odern 

man modifies the hu1nan forn1 through surgical enhancen1ent and technical 

prostheses. 

But man's biological indeterminacy is not just a physical or anaton1-ical 

inatter. Indeed, when Bataille vvrote in a 1930 Doa1111e11ts article that "[1n]an's 

architecture is not simple like that of anin1als and it is not even possible to say 

where he begins [oU ii conunence]," he identified an anthropological enigina that 

was ten1poral as well. 89 As in1possible as it is to say where the plastic body of n1an 

begins and ends, it is no n1orc possible to say when the individual subject begins 
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historically, Einstein observed. "At first the individual contains 1000 desti

nies" (Einstein Archive, 19), which society bequeaths to her in the forn1 of 

"1nnen1onic matter" (Eri1111erungsrnassen; Fictions, 140). As \Ve observed in chap

ter 2's discussion of Leroi-Gourhan's "operational sequences," hun1an beings 

inherit fro1n their social milieu not just an abstract syntax of tin1-e, but also the 

detern1inate contents of this ten1poral edifice, a cache of collective and tran

sindividual memories. Building on Leroi-Gourhan's analysis, the philosopher 

Bernard Stiegler consequently observes that the "temporality of the human, 

which n1arks it off among other living beings, presumes exteriorization and 

prostheticity: there is time only because men1ory is 'artificial,' beconllng con

stituted as already-there since its 'having been placed outside of the species."' 

Man, he concludes, is an animal whose "historial, nonlived past can be inherited 

inauthentically."w In Einstein's Ethnologie du Blanc, this inauthentic mnemonic 

legacy takes the form of the collective scripts, n1yths, and symbols that reduce 

autobiographer to a human phonograph. The n1.ore this machine turns inward, 

the niore its self-auditing is deflected outward and dissolves into the process 

of history. 

Freud had encountered the sa1ne core enigma of '\vhere man begins" 

while investigating infantile amnesia, a pheno1nenon that enshrouds early expe

riences up to around the seventh year. According to Freud, this curious absence 

of nietnory was attributable to a law of human developn1ent that he called the 

zivei-zeitiger Ansatz, or "beginning hvice over." This theory, which reappears in 

a nun1ber of Freud's texts, proposes that the hun1an child, unlike other young 

animals, undergoes a second birth years after its first, when the individual enters 

into the c~llective social fra1neworks of family and co1nn1unity. In contrast to the 

first, biological birth, vvhich marks the infant's punctual arrival into the world, 

the second is the culmination of an exceptionally long period of physical devel

opment and psychic enculturation. This protracted period of "extra-uterine 

gestation," to use the tern1 of the Swiss zoologist Adolf Portn1ann, gives the 

human n1ultiple points of origin. Like Nietzsche, who defined nian as the "not 

yet deter1nined ani1nal," Freud argued that this diphasic developn1ental structure 

is the evolutiona1y innovation that distinguishes hun1ans fro111 other creatures: 
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"postpone1nent and the beginning twice over are intimately connected with the 

histo1y ofho1nin:ization [ Geschichte der A1ensclnverdung]," he wrote. "Hun1an beings 

appear to be the only anin1al organisms with a latency period and sexual retarda

tion of this kind" (T#rke, 16:180; Standard Edition, 23:75). For Freud, this notion 

of a "beginning twice over" explained the phenomenon of early childhood amne

sia, which stems from the adult's incapacity to recall the period before her birth 

into society and history, that is, to recall a purely organic, creaturely existence 

before the acquisition of productive gestures, technology, and symbolic thought. 

It is an amnesia, moreover, that appears in Einstein's autobiography as an absence 

of narrative origin, an absence that itnposes a cyclon1ythic structure on his text. 

According to this diphasic developmental law, the life span of the subject is 

both longer and shorter than her organic existence in the world: longer, because 

this second birth inducts the subject into collective cultural technics whose his

torical duration far exceeds that of individual; and shorter, because this second, 

social birth reconunences development years after physical birth. Like n1any 

of his conten1poraries, Einstein used the word "generation" to designate these 

social fian1eworks into which the individual is born. With this key term, which 

recurs throughout T71e Fabrication C!_f Fictions but especially in Behuquin II (a "novel 

about a generation or an epoch"),91 Einstein identified both an organic process 

of individual procreation ("the act or process of reproducing a living organisn1") 

as well as the larger social units into which people are assin1ilated ("all of the 

people born and living at about the same time, regarded collectively"92
). It is a 

word whose use exploded during the interwar period in an atten1pt "to under

stand, by borrowing directly fi·on1 the realm of biology, the exchange of fortns 

between n1ental and social currents. "93 As Karl Mannl1eim noted in his fan1ous 

1928 essay "On the Problem of Generations," the phenomenon of generation is 

a key concept to understanding the unique developn1ental pattern of the hun1an, 

whose course of growth and individuation proceeds by "incorporating itself 

into a group" (das Hineinwachsen in eine Gruppe). 94 If the duration of every other 

anin1al on this planet is measured exclusively in terms of organic life spans, only 

the human's is also n1easured in terms of generations. As Dilthey had explained, 

n1an alone dissolves into the process of history. 
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According to Freud, the evolutionary facts of 111an's pren1ature birth and 

extra-uterine gestation constitute the biological foundation of the need for love 

and intitnacy. 95 As a naturally relational being, the hu111an organisn1 requires 

for its ontogenetic developn1ent an affective con1111unity, a generation of peers. 

But, Einstein observed, so1nething in this evolutionary progran1 had nllscarried 

in recent history, and vvith catastrophic results: "'Illls generation vvas inc;1pable 

of experiencing con1111unity in any forrn," he noted in Bebuquin II (Einstein 

Archi11e, 7). It is indeed significant that the conservative philosopher Arnold 

Gchlen, vvhen confronting this sa1ne evolutionary pattern, can1e to a very dif

ferent conclusion fron1 Freud, arguing in his 1940 opus J\!fan that the hun1an 

inf.1nt's entry into the world in an unfinished state was the psychogenctic origin 

not of the desire for intin1acy but of the need for authority and regulation. If, for 

Freud, the unfinished anitnal required con1n1unity for con1pletion, for c;ehlcn, 

the "deficient being" (1\!fiingelwesen) \Vas a "being of discipline" (Zuchtwesen) and 

a creature driven by a con1pulsion for constraint (Formien1t1gsz1va11g). 

The tvvo \Videly divergent conclusions that Freud and Gehlen dtT\V fron1 

the san1e evolutionary 1nechanisn1 reflect, \Vi th retnarkable precision, the histori

cal transition that (;ertnany faced during the interwar period, \Vhen the bio

logical capacity for intin1acy and collective experience was channeled into the 

nlasoclllstic desire to subtnit to a totalitarian order defined by "Blood and Soil." 

In his fa1nous study of the behavior and nlental life of the National Socialist 

ntale, Klaus Theweleit defined these fascist subjects as the "not-yet-fully-born" 

(die nicht zu Ende geborenen).96 JZ_aised in a Wilheln1inian society that denied thetn 

the possibility of realizing the desire for intin1acy \vithin secure social relations, 

this generation \Vas left \Vi th an unstable drive econotny that tnade thetn suscep

tible to fa~cist de1nagoguery. As Thevveleit explained, these subjects responded 

to the overwhebning anxiety about the dissolving contours of selfhood \Vith a 

pathological fortification of the ego that only further inhibited the possibility 

of experiencing stable affective bonds. Refused a second birth into that fonn 

of social collectivity known as "generation," this group's capacity for love was 

deforn1ed into a need for discipline. The result, to repeat Einstein's conclusion, 

vvas that "this generation was incapable of experiencing con1111unity in any forn1." 
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It was in search of these collective forn1s that Einstein initiated his auto

biographical project jn the mid-1920s, hoping through this Ethnologie du Blanc 

to arrive at the cultural 1nyths that defined his generation. As we have seen, this 

project was also an exercise in self-erasure. As time went on, Einstein's desire 

for collective experience grew increasingly radicalized until the point vvhen, dis

clainllng his literary pursuits entirely, he joined the l)urruti Colun1n, in whose 

ranks he fought for two years during the Spanish Civil War. It is uncertain 

whether or not Einstein continued to work on Behuquin II during these years, 

but Ills descriptions of existence within the syndicalist conu11une certainly reflect 

the desideratu1n of his autobiographical project. In one of his final published 

texts, Einstein praises Buenaventura Durutti for banning the pronoun I fion1 

language: "The Durutti Colu1nn knows only collective syntax. These conrrades 

will teach the acade1nics to restore the collective 111eaning of granunar. Durutti 

understood profoundly the povver of anonyn1ous labor. Na1nelessness and con1-

n1unisn1 are one and the sa111c" (Mlerke, 3:459). In the san1e way that, as Einstein 

explains here, Con11nunisn1 strives toward a state of anonynllty, autobiography 

repatriates the I to a "collective syntax." Con1n1unisn1 and autobiography are 

parallel projects of self-effacen1ent, as Il'ia Ehrenburg proposed in 1925, when 

he observed that "good co1n1nunists have no biography. "97 For this reason, Ein

stein explained, the destruction of the self, this auto-thanatography, was not 

a n1orbid irnpulse, since, to the contrary, the death of the ego is a birth into 

con11nunity. It is a forn1 of soclalization, registered in the shift :fron1 the I to the 

1-/)('. Just as the individual undergoes 1nultiple births into society, so too are there 

n1ultiple deaths, equally social, that precede the final gasp of breath. "In our 

language, then, we should say that death, like birth, is accon1plished in stages," 

LCvy-Bruhl explained.'18 For Einstein, Behuquin II was one of these stages. 
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THE SECRET ALWAYS ON DISPLAY: CARICATURE AND 

PHYSIOGNOMY IN THE WORK OF jOIIN HEARTl'IELD 

Wl1en socialist realis1n first appeared, nobody knew quite vvhat to 1nake of it. It 

nlay be difficult for us today to in1agine that this artistic 1nove1nent, which eventu

ally becan1e so rigorously schc111atized and so ruthlessly adnllnistered, could have 

originally been so provisional in its conception, but at the tin1e of its appearance 

few people understood the n1eaning of this aesthetic departure. En1erging out of 

a nllscellany of realisn1s that circulated in the aesthetic discourses of the inter\var 

period, this new variety of realisn1 triun1phcd over these various rivals, fi·o111 "pro

letarian" to "ro1nantic" realis1n, to receive the official i1nprin1atur of Soviet state 

institutions in 1932, the year that all independent artistic organizations were offi

cially liquidated. With the subsequent backing of the Conlin tern, socialist realis1n 

was vigorously promoted internationally, although there too the exact provisions 

of this aesthetic fiat ren1ained elusive and open to an array of interpretations. Thus, 

in a letter .t_D his fi·.iend Brecht written in11ncdiately after the August 1934 First 

Soviet Writers' Congress in Moscovv, Sergei Tret'iakov, for example, attempted to 

sun1111arize the proceedings of this congress, where the tantalizing phrase "social

ist realisn1" had been invoked again and again, but, failing to provide a workable 

synopsis of the new doctrine, \¥rote sin1ply, "I an1 afiaid that n1y Gern1an doesn't 

pernrit n1e to express 1nyself clearly enough. But I n1ust einphasize that there arc 

a series of essentially new positions which need to be discussed and studied." 1 
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